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•University of Maine System

BOT approves Hutchinson in special session
Greg Brown named acting president until
Hutchinson takes over UMaine on April 1
By Michelle Hikel

Hutchinson will begin his tenure as
UMaine president on April 1. Until then
Gregory Brown,vice president for Research
The approval ofthe University of Maine's and Public Service,was appointed UMaine's
next president and the course ofdirection for acting president by the trustees. He took
the UMaine System's next decade were the office Monday afternoon.
main issues addressed at Monday's Board
Brown,also serving as interim vice presof Trustees meeting at the University of ident for Academic Affairs, replaced InterMaine in Augusta.
im President John Hitt, who left the Orono
In a special session, the Trustees unani- campus last Friday to become president of
mously voted Frederick Hutchinson,senior the University of Central Florida.
vice-president for Academic Affairs and
"This is probably the premier example of
Provost at Ohio State University to be the how, in these difficult times, people at this
next president of the Orono campus.
university have had to take on extra responUMaine Chancellor Robert Woodbury, BOT chair Patricia Collins, and Vice-chair
les an enormous pleasure on my part to sibilities, under extremely difficult circumGeorge Wood take part in Monday's Board of Trustees meeting.(Boyd photo.)
recommend him to the Board,"said UMaine stances,and Greg is that example,par excelChancellor Robert Woodbury.
lence," said Woodbury.
part-time faculty at the Augusta campus.
"The first essential feature in education
The Trustees approved Hutchinson's
Following these appointments, the TrustDavid Travers, president of the UMaine is that no learning occurs without the teachappointment at a salary of$119,000. He will ees opened the meeting to citizen commentary part-time faculty association,
spoke out er—itdoes not matter whether we're talking
also receive a $28,750 one-time payment on their plans to increase the use of interactive against this measure, saying a "classroom
into his Ohio State retirement plan.
television (ITV), and reduce the number of without a teacher is a body without a soul."
Sec BOT on pagc 14
Staff Writer

•UMaine president

Hutchinson says challenges, not money,important to him
By Michelle Hikel
Staff Writer

I.

After spending seven months
in search of a new president, the
University of Maine has got its
man - Frederick Hutchinson.
Hutchinson,61, who currently
serves as senior vice-president for

Academic Affairs and Provost at
Ohio State University, was appointed UMaine's next president in a
unanimous vote passed by the System Board of Trustees Monday
afternoon.
"In Fred Hutchinson we have an
absolutely super person who is wellknown in the state, well-known to

the university, and well-known to
higher education generally," said
UMaine Chancellor Robert Woodbury, in his final recommendation
before the Aistee's vote.
Woodbury said Hutchinson
will begin his UMaine tenure on
April 1, at a salary of $119,000 $30,000 less than his current sal-

ary at Ohio State.
George W.Wood,Trustee vicechair,andformerchairofthe UMaine
presidential search committee, said
he was "extremely pleased with the
quality ofthe candidates" brought to
the Orono campus.
"But as you can imagine, there
has been a great deal of support

here for Fred, where he is highly
regarded by literally thousands. We
are very fortunate that he will be
joining us April 1, at a salary of
$119,000 to $152,000. We're getting more than our money's worth,"
he said.
Sec PRESIDENT on page 15

•Board of Trustees

Trustees look to students and faculty
for guidance in public hearing
By John Humphrey
Staff Writer

Scott Tibbetts and Mark Heath during advanced survey
class. (Tirrell photo.)

Mainers, faculty and students braved icy conditions to air suggestions and concerns on the future of
UMaine last night in a two hour public hearing held at
Wells Commons.
The University System's Board of Trustees' ad
hoc Committee on Positioning the University of Maine
System for the 21st Century sponsored the hearing.
Trustees Owen W. Wells and Robert Foster sought
guidance from the community to help them shape the
University of Maine's future in the next decade.
The hearing was one of 11 held yesterday at
locations around the state.
Among the areas focused on were undergraduate
education; research and graduate education; public
service; and management of the University system.
James Gott of the Alumni Association asked the
Trustees to remember UMaine's responsibilities to
the public as a land grant university,
"We urge the Trustees to carefully examine the
mission of each campus," Gott said.
"You should build on the strengths ofeach and the
needs ofthe local community now and in the future as
the primary organizing principle of your work."
Gott called for the increase ofefficiency at univer-

4.!

sities to be accomplished by a rethinking of the
formula of allocations.
Dodd Roberts,professor ofeducation,stressed the
importance of the interaction between the University
and public education programs and expressed hope
that such a situation would continue in the future.
"The College of Education and the public schools
of this region have developed a close and extraordinarily valuable relationship," Roberts said.
Roberts said the continuation of such reputable
programs would continue to draw students to the
University.
Professor Jerome Nadelhaft, chair of the history
department, said the University needs to educate its
students about the complexities of the world and that
a lack of programs and faculty is preventing this.
"Neither my department nor any of the departments of this college can face the 21st century with
decreasing resources," he said.
Ed McLaughlin, speaking as a citizen of Maine
and alumnus said he felt there was a need to focus on
the function of UMaine as a land grant university.
McLaughlin said research and public service for
Maine citizens should be the "primary and first mission" of UMair.
.
Sec FUTURE on page 15
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• Whites-only general election to vote on reforms

WorldBriefs
•Government reform

• Accord asks for reinstatement of President Aristide
• French city bans cars from central business district
•Haiti unrest

De Klerk announces whites-only
referendum ending apartheid

1

Political accord angers right-wing
activists; may have army backing

CAPE TOWN,South Africa(AP)— President F.W.de
Klerk said Monday that
a whites-only referendum on ending apartheid and sharing
power with the black
majority will be held March 17.
De Klerk, setting the date for the critical vote after meeting
s with top officials, said
whites would be given the choice of voting on whether or
not to continue reforms he
began in 1990.
If further reforms are rejected, de Klerk has promised to resign
and hold a whites-only
general election. A government loss to the pro-apartheid Conserv
ative Party would throw
South African into political chaos and likely wreck the reform
process.
De Klerk called the referendum without warning last week alter
losing a key special
election for a vacant Parliamentary seat to the Conservative
Party.
The referendum question to be posed asks,"Do you support
continuation of the reform
process which the state president began on Feb. 2, 1990,
and which is aimed at a new
constitution through negotiation."
Most political analysts believe de Klerk will win a relative
ly close ballot, with
opposition to his reforms among whites running at 40 percent
or more. No detailed polls
have yet been published.

•Pollution control

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP) — An accord seeking to reinstate President
Jean-Bertrand Aristide has angered some right-wing activists, but calls for calm by
a coup leader suggest the military may not oppose the settlement.
Few officials, however, predicted a quick resolution of Haiti's political crisis under
the
pact reached Sunday between lawmakers and Artistide, who was ousted in a Sept.
30 coup.
Among the unanswered questions is when Artistide may return from exile. .
The United States, meanwhile, continued to return thousands more Haitian refugees
after the Supreme Court on Monday rejected a plea to halt the repatriations.
More than 12,000 Haitian fled the nation on boats after the coup and were intercep
ted
by the U.S. Coast Guard.
The accord, mediated by the Organization of American States in Washington,
calls for
creation of an interim government headed by moderate Communist Rene
Theodore, who
would work to restore Aristide to power.
In exchange, the OAS would end a punishing trade embargo that has cripple
d the
economy of Haiti, the hemisphere's poorest nation.
More than 200 right-wing Haitians on Monday staged a demonstration outside
parliament to protest the pact, which still must be ratified by the full parliament.

2

WorldDigest

Strasbourg ban cars
STRASBOURG,France(AP)— Strasbourg on
Monday becomes the first major French city to ban
automobiles from its central business district.
City officials hope the measure will reduce congestion and air pollution. But the local merchants' association, which opposed the ban, has predicted a 10 percent
drop in sales.
Motorists without special permits will be required to
park their cars at the edge of the downtown area. Free
shuttle-bus service will be provided into the city center,
where streets will be open to pedestrians and bicyclists.
The city also plans to expand its public transport network,
adding a tramway system within the next two or three years.
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•UN protest

Militia stops inspection
TYRE.Lebanon(AP)— Shiite Muslim militiamen
fired their rifles in the air today to prevent U.N. envoy
Marrack Goulding from inspecting a village ravaged in
clashes with Israeli troops, United Nations sources said.
The sources, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said
at least 10 rounds were fired over Goulding's head as he
stepped out of his car at the entrance to Kafra. Neither
Goulding not his escorts were injured.
Goulding returned to his car and was driven back to the
headquarters ofthe U.N.Interim Force in Lebanon. He did not
enter the village.
After talks with government ofticills, he headed south to
inspect the peacekeepers, eight of whom were wounded
Thursday when tank-led Israeli forces smashed a U.N. barricade to storm Kafra and neighboring Yater.

1
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•Supreme Military Court

Court rejects appeal
BUCHAREST, Romania(AP) — The Supreme
Military Cowl Tuesday rejected an appeal by Nicu
Ceausescu, the former Communist dictator's son, to
be freed from prison because of failing health.
Presiding Judge Col. Stefan Danila gave no reason for the
decision, which came a week after the Ikte dictator's brother
was temporarily released from jail for Aical treatment.
Nicu Ceausescu,41,is suffering from cirrhosis ofthe liver,
allegedly aggravated by stab wounds suffered during his arrest
during the December 1989 anti-Communist revolution.
Ceausescu was sentenced in 1990 to 20 years in prison for
complicity in the deaths of pro-democratic forces in Sibiu,
where he was Communist Party chief.

5

•Military crackdown

•Pro-democracy

Muslim fundamentalists Dissidents convicted;
claim 30,000 arrested, editor gets 4 years
150 killed
BEUING(AP)
ALGIERS, Algeria (AP) — The army-backed
government, after naming a Cabinet that includes
two fundamentalists, said Monday it would send
envoys to Europe and Washington to explain why it stopped
an election victory by the Muslim activists. .
The fundamentalists, meanwhile, claimed that 30,000
people have been arrested and 150 killed during a six-week
military crackdown on their movement. The figures were
published Monday in the Friday Tribune, a newsletter of
the Islamic Salvation Front. It gave no source.
The government has said 50 people were killed, 200
injured and 5,000 arrested in the Feb. 7-14 period.
The Algerian League for the Defense of Human Rights
on Sunday urged that the detainees be freed before April,
when desert temperatures can reach 122 degrees
Military leaders declared a state of emergency Feb. 9,
four weeks after forcing President Chadli Bendjedid
to
resign and canceling a second round ofelections that seemed
certain to give the Salvation Front control of Parliament

6

— Seven dissidents were convicted
Tuesday ofopposing China's socialist system,includin
g
a former editor of the Communist Party newspaper and
three pro-democracy student activists, Chinese sources
said.
All seven were convicted of counter-revolutionary
propaganda and incitement.
The former People's Daily editor, Wu Xuec,an was
,
sentenced to four years and student activist Peng Rong
was sentenced to servetwo years,sourcesclose to theirfamilies
said.The
sentences for the five others were not immediately }mown.
The courthouse notices said sentences also were handed
down for Beijing University student Li Minqi and
Thai
Weimin, of the Beijing Economics Institute, who led
prodemocracy activities until they were arrested in 1990.
Nothing was immediately known about activities
of
three others: Wang Guoqing, Dong Huaimi
ng and Wang
Zhongxian. They may have been among the many
workers
who took part in the 1989 pro-democracy
movement.
Tuesday's verdicts came as U.S.lawmakers prepare
d to
resume debate on whether to link most-favored-n
ation trade
status to China's human rights record.
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•Enrollment

UMaine trying to track down'no shows'ofthe semester
By Mike McLaughlin
Staff Writer
Getting to know "no shows" has become
an issue ofsome importance at the iJniversity
of Maine.
"No shows" are those students who registered for classesduring pre-registration,but who
did not return for the spring semester and did not
notify the university. UMaine is in the processof
hying to determine the identity ofthese students.
Bob Whelan, executive assistant to the
president, said the Academic Affairs Department, the Business Office, the Registrar's
Office and the Dean's Offices of the different
colleges are all involved in this process.
Whelan said the problems caused by "no
shows" were highlighted by the computer
system ISIS the Integrated Student Information System.
"Our awareness ofthe problem is increasing because of ISIS," he said.
Every semester about 20 students do not
return and fail to notify the university,Whelan
said. He said these students have a significant
financial impact on UMaine.
"We're not talking about a lot of people,
we're talking about a lot of money," Whelan
said.
According to Charles Rauch Jr.,executive
director ofFinancial Management,"noshows"
cost the university over $100,000 in refunds
every semester.
Rauch said when a student registers, the
expected tuition is counted as an asset.
"We assume that it's money that we have
to work with. The money that we get from
tuition is the money we budget," he said.
At the end of the semester, Rauch said

UMaine usually finds out who did not attend,
but by then their expected tuition revenue has
already been spent and must be refunded.
"I'm concerned with having to dig up
money from this semester to pay for losses
last semester," Rauch said.
He said he hopes this process ofidentifying
"no shows," which is being used for the first
time, will inform the university of actual enrollment by March I during the spring semester and by Oct 15 during the fall semester.

The names ofstudents who fail to pay their
bills are eventually sent to collection agencies, Hayward said,adding it is not until they
receive a letter from an agency that many"no
shows" notify UMaine they did not return.
The namesofabout 1,200students who did
not pay their fall semester bills are now with a
collection agency,according to Hayward.
Hayward said the business office has
generated a list of about 1,400 students who
have paid nothing toward their spring semes-

"Clearly people should let us know,it's only logical."
—Peter Hayward, director of Business Services
Rauch said many universities are able to
determine enrollment by requiring professors
to take attendance. This is not feasible at
UMaine, he said, because of the number of
large classes.
Peter Hayward, director of Business Services, said it is simply "good business practice" for students to notify the university if
they are not returning.
-Clearly people should let us know, it's
only logical," he said.
Hayward said "no shows" also take financial aid away from other students. He said
ifthe business office was notified ofa student
not returning, their financial aid could be
reallocated.
Hayward said one reason"noshows"do not
notify the university is they assume everything
will automatically be taken care of. He said the
bills sent to these students are either ignored or
never received because of incorrect addresses

ter bill, then sent it to the registrar.
Registrar John Collins Jr. said the names
were distributed to their respective colleges or
the graduate school.
Collins said the dean's offices are now
determining who on the list is indeed attending UMaine. Those who are not identified as
currently attending will have their registrations dropped.
In the past, if a student had made no effort
to pay their bill, Collins said their registration
would be dropped after the fourth week of the
semester.
This semester,he said, many students who
were attending had their registrations dropped,
forcing them to make arrangements to pay
their bills. These students would have had to
have their registrations reinstated, causing
extra work for the university.
Because of this year's budget crunch,
Collins said it is becoming increasingly im-

portant to plan ahead.
'These people look like they're revenue
generators and you think you're going to get
some money from them and never do. That
hurts the planning of the budget," he said.
At a time when the number of classes has
been cut, Collins said "no shows" are taking
class spaces away from other'Maine students.
'These phantoms are in those class lists,"
he said.
Collins said students who do not return
may tell someone of their intentions,just not
the right people.
'They tell their friends, they tell their
roommate or they tell their R.A., but the word
never gets to us officially. They should really
contact the Registrar's Office if they are not
coming back, not tell the janitor that they are
leaving," he said.
Julia Watkins, dean of the College of
Social and Behavioral Sciences, said her office received a list of about 250 students who
had not paid their bills.
Because the College of Social and Behavioral Sciences is the largest on campus, Watkins said this process has meant a lot of work
for her office.
"Itis an inconvenienceofourtime,"she said.
Through sending letters and checking with
professors, she said she is narrowing the list
down in order to pinpoint the "no shows."
Watkins said she must produce the names
of"no shows" in her college by Feb. 28.
Many of the administrators involved in
the process ofidentifying "no shows"say the
whole registration and bill payment processes
need to be reexamined and changed.
"It is a very awkward way to get at a
problem," Whelan said.

UMaine Police Blotter
Mark Holmes,21,ofThomaston,ME, office. A warrant is pending from the 3rd
was summonsed under the new Viola- District Court in Bangor.
tions Summons and Complaint Act for
operating without a license on 2-6-92.
John Lesser, 19, of Hancock Hall, was
summonsed to the 3rd District Court in
Angela Mini, 25, of Dunn Hall, was Bangor for possession of drug paraphernasummonsed and failed to appear to the 3rd lia. Court date is set for 3-20-92.
District Court in Bangor on 2-21-92, for
13 counts of negotiating a worthless inJames Lindsay, 18, of Somerset Hall,
strument. Checks were returned for ac- appeared on 2-21-92 in 3rd District Court in
counts closed and insufficient funds to Bangor, pled guilty to possession of mariStewart Commons, Stodder Commons, juana and of drug paraphernalia, and paid
the UMaine Bookstore and the Business $225 in fines.

Christopher Randall, 18,ofGorham,ME, suspension on 2-23-92. Court date is set
was summonsed to the 3rd District Court in for 4-3-92.
Bangor on 3-20-92for possession ofalcohol
by a minor on 2-14-92.
Timothy Leonherdt,18,ofOxford Hall,
appeared at 3rd District Court in Bangor
Michael Collins, 19, of Warwick, RI, on 2-21-92, pled guilty to possession of
was arrested on Square Road for operating alcohol by a minor and paid a $100 fine.
while under the influence on 2-9-1992.Court
date is set for 3-20-92.
James Maddison,20,of Beffort, ME,
appeared at 3rd District Court in Bangor
Shanan Knox, 20, of Old Town, ME, on 2-21-92,pled guilty to operating under
was summonsed to the 3rd District Court in the influence, and paid a $400 fine with a
Bangor for operating a vehicle after license 90-day loss of license.
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Thursday, 12:20-1:30 PM
Sutton Lounge
Memorial Union
University of Maine

February 27th

Women and Industrialization
in Asia
Ngo Vinh-Long, History Department
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•Student Senate

•Communism

Gameroom changes debated Russian communists accuse

government ofinciting violence

By Kim Dineen
Staff Writer
Student senators, game room employees,
and campus administrators debated the controversial Memorial Union renovation plans at
the General Student Senate meeting last night.
The controversy stems primarily from students opposing the proposed changes to the
Union's game room. Some people are upset
over the potential elimination ofthe six bowling alleys in order to make room for 74
personal computing terminals.
According to Dwight Rideout, dean of
Student Services,the renovation plans resulted
from a 12-member committee's,(six students
and six staff members)10 month investigation.
"Students were requesting that something
be done to make frie Union more fulfilling to
meet their need" Rideout said.
Two open forums were held in the fall in
order for the committee to receive student
input. According to Rideout, few students
attended those forums.
"We heard nothing else from students
after that, until the Student Government referendum," he said.
Rideout referred to a non-binding student
referendum which was added to the Student
Government presidential and vice presidential election ballots that asked,"Do you favor
retaining the Memorial Union's recreation

center as it currently exists?"
Although the referendum was overwhelmingly favored by students(1388 votes to 253),
By John lams
the results have been largely ignored due to the
Associated Press Writer
uninformed students' confusion on the issue.
One ofthe concerns raised was why anothMOSCOW(AP)— After riot police blooder area on campus,such as Wells Commons or ied pro-Communist demonstrators in central
one ofthe vacated residential halls,couldn't be Moscow,hard-liners accused the government
used to house the computer cluster.
of inciting the violence and at least one legisAccording to Virginia Gibson, awiriate lator called on the mayor and police chief to
professor of management and faculty senate step down.
member,she was told by Residential Life that
However,the more than 7,000 participants
WellsCommons was out ofthe question and no in Sunday's rally appeared to be generally
the
classroom space could be spared for the cluster. same crowd that has demonstrated against
"We should look at the extenuating cir- reforms most weekends in recent months.
cumstances of this location, for example the
The number of protesters has not grown,
noise from the video games," Balentine Hall even if they have become more militant,
and
Senator Barbara Homer said. —The computer their matchesdo notappearto signal widesprea
d
cluster could possibly be more beneficial in a opposition to the painful path of economic
different location."
reform chosen by President Boris N. Yeltsin.
The division of the senators was evident
The newspaper Pravda charged today that
through the close vote on the issue.GSS voted police instigated Sunday's violence
during a
in favor,10 to nine, of the current renovation rally to mark what was called
Armed Forces
plans concerning the game room, although it Day under the Soviets.
voted in opposition to the proposed food
"Yesterday's holiday in defense of the
facility changes.
unity of the armed forces was stained with
According to John Halstead, vice presi- blood," said the newspaper, formerly
the ofdent for Student Affairs, the results of the ficial newspaper of the Communi
st Party and
votes helps give more perspective on stu- now an anti-Yeltsin
voice
dents' views, but he is not sure as to the effect
"No one has any doubts what orders have
they will have on the final proposal to be been given to young OMON
(riot police)
submitted soon to the president,
guys in bullet-proofjacket who blocked Tver-

INSTRUCTORS
Summer Employment

.Horseback Riding
• Gymnastics
• Dance
• Silver Jewelry
• Pottery
• Photography & Video
• Arts & Crafts
• Copper Enameling

E

<The Hair Hut
Tanning and Hair Salon

Outstanding 8-week girls'camp in Maine needs female
and
male counselors in the following activities:
• Tennis
• Swimming
• Waterski
• Sailing
• Canoeing
• Kayaking
• Ropes/Rock Climbing
• Outdoor Living

skaya Street," it said.
But the reformist newspaper Rosstysicava
Gazeta called the demonstration a tired display
of old-style Communism. It dubbed the rally
"Yesterday's Meeting of Yesterday's People."
Mayor Gavriil Popov had banned rallies
in central Moscow for the day — now called
Defenders of the Homeland Day. Popov said
he feared a demonstration by hard-liners near
the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier might get
out of hand.
Violence broke out when throngs of antiYeltsin protesters tried to break through police lines to march toward the Kremlin.
Riot police with shields and truncheons
forced the demonstrators back. Several officers were knocked to the ground and heads
were bloodied as riot police waded into the
crowd and struck protesters with their batons.
About 17 policemen :were injured, a Russian Interior Ministry spokesman said and the
city ambulance service said a similar number
of protesters were injured, according to an
ITAR-Tass report.
Pravda quoted Sergei Baburin, a Russian
parliament deputy,as calling for the resignation
of Popov and Police Chief Arkady Murashov.
"They should resign because Russians
have been insulted," he said.'They deprived
the people and the army of a holiday."

• Fine Arts
.Newsletter
• Basketball
.Field Hockey
• Softball
• Soccer
• Lacrosse
• Archery

10 tanning sessions for only $20(a $37.50 value!)
10% off student haircuts!
(expires 3/31/92)

Hours: Mon - Fri 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sat 8 a.m.-4 p.m.

47 Main Road Milford
827-6723

Where you get the personal touch.

Red Cross Lifeguard Certification (LC)or equivalent required for all
waterfront
positions and outdoor living. ARC Swim Instructor (SI) preferred
for swim.

Need a

EXCELLENT SALARY .TRAVEL ALLOWANCE • ROOM/BOARD
• LAUNDRY,
UNIFORMS & LINENS PROVIDED • COLLEGE CREDIT AVAILABL
E

SUMMER JOB?

Tripp Lake Camp
Meet with a TRIPP LAKE Represent
ative, Thursday, February 27th.
Summer Camp Job Fair, Memorial
Union. 9:30 am to 4:30 pm.
For further info, call 207-998-4147
or 207-781-4625.

attend the

1992 SUMMER-CAMP
JOB FAIR

House of Pizza
Old Town Plaza • Next to YMCA

827-6144
1 Large 16" Cheese Pizza
with 2 16 oz. Pepsis from
the fountain for

L.

r

2 Large 16" Cheese Pizzas
with 2 16 oz. Soft Drinks
for

$4.99

$8.99

Eat in or Take Out
Delivery 50¢ per order

Eat in or Take out
Delivery 504 per order

9:30am - 4:30pm
Thursday, February 27th
North & South Lown Room
Memorial Union, UMaine, Orono
For more information call the
Maine Youth Camping Association
at 581-1350
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•Profile

Guesman to retire from journalism department this semester

By Mike McLaughlin
Staff Writer

"Extra! Extra! Read all about it," Arthur
Guesman shouted through the streets of
Pittsburgh as a paper boy at age 12.
Today,after an illustrious career in journalism and 19 years of teaching at the University of Maine, he is in the middle of his
final semester.
After this semester, Guesman, who lives
with his wife in Levant, will retire from
UMaine as well as from a journalism career
which began in Pittsburgh, Pa.
Guesman attended the University ofPittsburgh, where he earned his bachelor's and
master's degrees in history.
"I was working on my doctoratsjit the
University of Pittsburgh in history, when I
got ajob in the newspaper business and!fell
in love with the newspaper business," he
said.
After working for Dardanell Press Inc. in
Pittsburgh for two years while attending
school,Guesman said he was offered a management position. It was at that time Guesman withdrew from graduate school and
began a full-time career in journalism.
In 1967, Guesman moved to Chicago
where he took a managementjob in another
newspaper publishing company because it
offered a "much bigger market and a much
bigger opportunity."
It was in Chicago he was first offered a
position as a professor ofjournalism at Northern Illinois University. He accepted the position in the fall of 1968 and taught there for
five years.

"It was a drastic reduction in pay from
what I was getting in the newspaper business, but the newspaper business in Chicago
was much more ruthlessly competitive. It
was not the pleasant scene that was the case
in Pittsburgh," he said.
Guesman said that while living in Chicago, he and his family vacationed in New
England many times and were interested in
living here.
In 1973,he applied and was accepted for
a teaching position at UMaine. He said
UMaine was interested in expanding the
journalism department to include advertising and became the third professor in a
previously two professor department.
"I've always thought that was one of the
greatest breaks I've ever had. I was very
anxious to get the job and I wanted it badly
because we felt sure we would enjoy Maine,"
he said.
In addition to teaching, Guesman said
one of his first and best experiences at
UMaine was advising The Maine Campus.
The ambition of students and faculty
is what Guesman attributes to The Campus changing from a weekly to a daily
newspaper.
Guesman said The Campus always had
plenty of news to fill the paper and a large
staff, but there was a lack of money. He said
the paper used a variety of methods to raise
funds including walk-a-thons and even asking other newspapers for donations.
"We wrote to every regular daily newspaper in the United States, and said 'We're
a poor bunch ofjournalism students in Maine
who are trying to educate ourselves and we

Don't you dare
leave your car here.
The Parking Coordinator's Office
wishes to remind you that Campus Parking Regulations state:

NO MOTOR VEHICLES MAY BE LEFT PARKED ON
UNIVERSITY OWNED OR CONTROLLED PROPERTY
DURING VACATION PERIODS.
Such vehicles may be left in the parking lot across the street from the
Public Safety building on College Avenue at the owner's risk.
Vehicals left elsewhere and not in daily use will be ticketed and towed
at the owner's expense.
Thank you for your cooperation.

College Students, Faculty
Towing, only $18 within a ten mile radius of station.
To take advantage of this offer,
all repair work must be done at Avery's.
All semester, receive a 10% discount on labor.
Call 827-5852
Nights 827-5845
Open 7 days:
M-F 5-9
Sat
6-9
Sun 7-9

"
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Arthur Guesman, professor of journalism at UMaine.(Boyd
photo.)
are trying to publish a daily newspaper. So
"Here we were the little journalists from
we are asking every newspaper publisher in rural Maine and nobody even
knew we had
the United States to donate $5.'
ajournalism department,but suddenly eight
"We got $250 from the LA. Times and out 18 awards and three first places
out ofsix
$100 from the New York Times," he said.
put us on the map," he said.
After The Campus had financially"limped ' In 1983, Guesman went on
sabbatical
through" a few years,Guesman said UMaine and was no longer advisor to
The Campus.
instituted the communications fee in 1983.
"The Campus was a big part of my life
—This put the paper on solid financial here for the first 10 years," he said.
footing," he said.
Guesman was chairman of the journalGuesman said one of the best memories ism department at UMaine from 1975
to
he has of advising The Campus was at an 1982.
awards conference for college newspapers
"I think this has been a good department
at Syracuse University in 1976. He said The all along. We've been a big
enough to have
Campus won several awards at the conference, including best newspaper in the East.
Sec GUESMAN on pagc 14

Spring Break '92 Library Hours
ay, February 28th
8 am - 5 pm
day—Sunday (Feb. 29-March 1)
10 am- 5 pm
nday, March 2nd
8 am - 12 pm
ay—Friday(March 3-6)
8 am- 5 pm
rday—Sunday(March 7-8)
10 am-5 pm
nday—Friday(March 9-13)
8 am- 5 pm
rday, March 14th
10 am- 5 pm
day, March 15th
10 am-12 am
lar library bours will resume Monday, Marcb 16tb.•

Shirley Schneider
700 Mt. Hope Ave. Bid. 331
Bangor, Maine 04401
942-0781

Betsy Schneider
194 Main Street
Ellsworth, Maine 04605
667-4446

ELECIROLYSIS CENTER
The only PERMANENT method of unwanted hair removal
for men and women.
PROFESSIONAL •CONFIDEN11AL • AFFORDABLE

Free Consultations

./

*Affork Guaranteed*
Averys Towing &

All major credit
cards accepted

Winter Store Hours:
Tues.-Fri. 12-4 • Sat. 9-4
Closed Sunday & Monday

Rose Bike
36A Main St. Orono
866-3525

•

lit
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NationalNews

• Kerry's bid for president boosted by primary win in SD
• Tsongas alive thanks to experimental transplant
• Police official says Noriega battled drug trafficking

•South Dakota primary

Kerry takes South Dakota primary,Bush hurt by protest
By Karen Ball

The Republican results had to be sobering for the White House. With 42 percent of
the precincts reporting, Bush had 69 percent
SIOUX FALLS,S.D.(AP)— Sen. Bob of the total and
31 percent chose uncommitKerrey won the South Dakota primary Tues- ted. Conserv
ative Patrick Buchanan was not
day, boosting his standing in the Democrat- on the
ballot.
ic presidential race. President Bush, the
Kerrey was gaining 37 percent of the
unopposed Republican winner, was buffet- Democr
atic vote in South Dakota, comed by a protest vote.
pared to 30 percent for Harkin and 19 perKerrey's farm-state rival, Sen. Tom Har- cent for Clinton.
Paul Tsongas trailed with 9
kin, was running second and looking ahead percent
, and Jerry Brown with 4 percent.
to the burst of primaries in March. "I'm still
South Dakota thus was extending a trend
in this race," Harkin said as the votes were of regiona
l favoritism among the Demobeing counted. "It's a national campaign."
crats, and of a strong challenge to Bush
Associated Press Writer

among the Republicans.
"I think it's just confirmation of what
we've been saying. The president has been
in a free-fall for months now and there's no
indication that he's leveling off," said outspoken conservative activist Richard Viguerie, a supporter of Buchanan.
With 15 Democratic delegates and 19
GOP delegates at stake, South Dakota
marked the end of a preliminary round of
single-state contests. More than 1200 Democratic delegates are up for grabs in a string
of contests over the next two weeks.
CNN projected a Kerrey victory based

on exit polls, broadcasting the result with
almost a third ofthe polling places still open.
Kerrey,a former Nebraska governor and
first-term senator, campaigned as a Farm
Belt neighbor to South Dakota, pressing his
call for national health insurance. The exit
polls said the health issue was popular with
voters, especially among the elderly.
Kerrey campaign manager Tad Devine
called the South Dakota vote an "impressive
victory" and said he hoped it could be parlayed into campaign momentum in Colorado, Georgia and South Carolina, all of
which vote in the next week.

•Medicine

Tsongas took gamble which stopped his cancer bout
By Ceci Connolly

"As far as we can see ahead of us, with
"No one ever gets a diploma that they
Tsongas began a concerted effort to prethe limited tools we have, the ship is going made it," says
Dr. Tak Talcvorian, who per- empt health questions as soon as
he took the
fine," says Canellos,chiefof clinical oncol- formed Tsonga
s' transplant. "No cancer lead in New Hampshire polls.
BOSTON(AP)— Paul Tsongas is alive ogy
He made his
at the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute. treatment is guarant
eed."
doctors available for questioning; he invited
Tuesday and running for president because "But we
don't have a crystal ball."
Still, the doctors are optimistic. They say reporters and camera
of a medical gamble — a highly experimens to watch him swim
In fact, Canellos and his patient have Tsongas has been
cancer-free for 5 1/2 years laps to demonstrate his fitness.
tal and risky bone marrow transplant.
little to go by. They are pioneers in an and is in better
shape than most men his age.
Tsongas'journey began when the young
Now,Tsong-as says,he is cured oflympho- experi
ment still in its infancy.
"We don't know what percent of people U.S. senator
ma,the cancer that struck him nine years ago.
discovered a lump in the groin
Tsongas was one of the first 100 people will survive long
term," said Dr. Jim Nei- in 1983. Within eight days,
His doctors say it is not that simple.
doctors at the
in the country to receive a transplant of his dhart,a cancer
specialist at the University of Bethesda Naval Hospita
Dr. George Canellos likens Tsongas' own bone
l determined it was
marrow. Now the former Massa- New Mexico. "My
belief is some people cancer. Tsongas had lympho
health outlook to sailing in the fog with a chusett
ma,a cancer of
s senator is the first major candidate will be cured by
these approaches,and Tson- the infection-fighting
bright light — but nOradar.
lymph
nodes. About
to campaign as a cancer survivor,
gas may be one of them."
40,000 Americans get it each year.
Associated Press Writer

This ad hangs a hard it
Question: Why?
Answer: No reason. We just hadrsPiOme ex
tra

space to fill. And sp'eaking of filling space,

Graduates
If you think that you may be graduating in May, then you
may want to make
that you hay('
turned in your 'application for degree' form at the Registrar's
Office, W'
,
by
Friday,
February 28th. If you don't, it may not be processed in
time, and you
t
gradu
ate in May.
"Ar" I-1 I S.
I

your last chance to take
out an ad in our first
issue after break is this
Friday at noon. So stop
wasting time, hang a
few rights (or lefts), and
get your patooty down
to The Maine Campus.
Our first issue after
Spring Break is always
well-read by students
and faculty alike, which
makes this issue a
perfect vehicle for your
advertising message.
The Maine Campus
ad department
We make up words like "patooty
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•Drug trafficking

Former Panamanian police officer says Noriega fought drugs
By Richard Cole
Associated Press Writer
MIAMI(AP) — Manuel Noriega's top
police official testified Monday he told U.S.
drug agents about all suspected traffickers
and even helped them find the largest Colombian drug lab ever raided.
Nivaldo Madrinan, in a videotaped deposition recorded last month in a Panamanian
prison, served under Noriega as head of the
Panamanian equivalent of the FBI in the
mid-1980s.
•
Prosecutors say the ousted Panamanian
leader took millions ofdollars in bribes from

Colombia's Medellin cartel to protect its
drug operations and Madrinan helped him.
Madrinan said he and Noriega battled
drug barons.
"He gave his unrestricted and unswerving support" to the anti-drug effort, Madrinan said.
He said his investigators and the Drug
Enforcement Administration placed tracking devices on barrels of cocaine-refining
chemicals that led authorities to the Tranquilandia lab in a Colombian jungle. Troops
bien raided the lab in March 1984, finding
tons of cocaine.
Madrinan, who faces human rights

•Obstruction of justice

charges in Panama,suggested a motive for
the testimony of some drug dealers who
have pointed the finger at Noriega for the
prosecution.
His agency regularly informed the DEA
of the activities of star prosecution witness
and drug pilot Floyd Carlton,even arresting
him at one point, Madrinan said. Noriega
not only refused to free Carlton, "He said
that he had to be kept in jail," Madrinan
testified.
Madrinan rejected claims by government
witness Steven Kalish,an American marijuana smuggler, who said that when he became
the Medellin cartel's main contact in Pana-

ma, Noriega agreed to be his "godfather."
Madrinan said an alleged $5 million bribe
offer from the cartel to protect chemical
shipments was reported immediately to DEA
agentThomas Tales,whotestified last week.
Contrary to allegations by the prosecution, he said,small Colombian planes flying
into Panama weren't ignored, but searched
carefully for fear they were transporting
weapons.
Noriega,who like Madrinan surrendered
after the December 1989 U.S. invasion of
Panama,could be sentenced to 140 years in
prison if convicted of all 10 drug and racketeering counts.

•Grammy Awards

• Grammy
Juror indicted for offering 'Unforgettable/ins
to help get Gotti acquitted By Mary Campbell
Associated Press Writer

By Ronald Powers
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — A juror in reputed
mob boss John Gotti's 1987 racketeering trial
was indicted Monday on obstruction ofjustice
chargesafterthe mob bossoffered him a$60,000
bribe to help seal an acquittal, authorities said.
Thejury found Gotti innocent He is on trial
again in the same federal courthouse.
Prosecutors said Gotti authorized Salvatore "Sammy Bill" Gravano to make the

payment to the 1987 juror, George Pape,
through Bosko Radonjich,a business associate of Gotti and a friend of Pape.
Gravano, Gotti's former right-hand man,
turned government informant last fall and is
expected to testify against Gotti, the reputed
leader of the Gambino crime family.
Pape was not charged with receiving a
bribe and it was unclear if he got any of the
money.The indictment said Pape told Radonjich he would be willing to vote for acquittal
and persuade other jurors to do the same.

NEW YORK(AP)— Natalie Cole's sentimental, high-tech tribute to her late father
took the first big Grammy on Tuesday night,
winning for Song of the Year.
The songwriter's prize,for"Unforgettable,"
went to Irving Gordon, who said, it's nice to
have a middle-aged song do something."
"It's nice to have a song come out that
doesn'tscream,yell,(or)have a nervous breakdown while it talks about tenderness," he went
on."Also,it's nice to have a song accepted that
you don't get a hernia when you sing it"

The winning song is a spliced-together
duet with her father, Nat "King" Cole, who
died of lung cancer in 1965.
Cole proved to be an early favorite. Before
the telecast began, she won a Grammy for
Best Traditional Pop Performance, and the
album,also titled"Unforgettable," won awards
for her arranger and engineer.
Her album as well as Bryan Adams' movie ballad and rockers R.E.M. were among
multiple nominees.
R.E.M., the former darlings of the rock
underground, topped the field with seven
nominations for the mainstream album "Out
ofTime"and the song"Losing My Religion."

During March Break the Town of Orono will be holding Town Council
elections. If you are concerned about issues in Orono, like the proposed
noise ordinance, then you should register your opinion at the Polls.
You may vote for 2 candidates for 3-year terms.
The-randidates for the March Nlunici at election
Jack C. Casey
Douglas N. Kil
Edgar Andrew Lamb,
John Joseph McDonou
Beverly Styrna
Francis J. Martin(incumbe
Vote March 10, or Vote Absentee at the Orono Town Office.
The Office is located underneath the fire station and is open
Monday through Friday, 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Paid for by Student Government - Make a Difference!
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WorldNews

• Baker ultimatum angers Israelis
• Problems remain with Kuwait's human rights record
• UN inspector gets no cooperation in Iraq

•Middle East

Israelis angered at Baker's demand to end West Bank settlements
By Eileen Alt Powell

Shamir's right-wing Likud bloc in upcoming mains in negotiations" with Washington on sees as obstacles to a land
-for-peace compronational elections. But they warned the move the loan guarantees.
mise between the Jewish state and its Arab
could backfire.
Israel is seeking the guarantees to get favor- neighbors.
JERUSALEM (AP) — Israelis reacted
A note of conciliation was sounded by able rates on international loans needed to build
Shamir on Monday renewed his refusal to
with dismay and anger Tuesday to Secretary Israel's
foreign minister, David Levy, who houses and createjobs for thousands of Jewish freeze settlements in the&cu
pied territories,
of State James A. Baker ill's ultimatum that told visiting
American Jewish leaders late immigrants from the former Soviet Union.
which the premier views as part of biblical
Israel mustfreeze settlement building orjeop- Monday that
"everything must be done to
It insists the issue is separate from the Israel.
ardize $10 billion in U.S. loan guarantees.
overcome differences and reach agreement." settlements.
"We cannot,under any circumstances,go
A headline Hebrew daily Yedioth AhaBut Levy also warned that "Israel cannot
But
become
has
it
entangl
the
U.S.in
ed
along
with the principle that Jews have no
ronoth warned of"an American-Israel crisis." be seen
to be caving in."
backed Mideast peace process, which opened right to live in this or that part of the
Land of
Political analysts said Israelis view BakEhud Gol,spokesman for Shamir,said the its fourth round in Washington on Monday.
Israel." Shamir told the visiting Conference
er's move as designed to favor the center-left govern
ment had no official reaction to BakThe United States views the guarantees as of Presidents of Major American
Labor Party over Prime Minister Yitzhak er's move
Jewish Orbut emphasized that Israel "re- leverage for stopping the settlements, which it ganizat
ions.
Associated Press Writer

•Kuwait

A year after war's end,Kuwait still has human rights problems
By Neil MacFarquhar

Associated Press Writer
KUWAITC1TY(AP)—On Saturday,a
Palestinian journalist will kiss his two young
daughters and wife of 17 years good-bye
and board a plane for Jordan. He is being
expelled by order of the government.
Across town, Filipino maid Rodrigua
Albina is in her nation's embassy, nursing
wounds she says were caused when her
Kuwaiti mistress beat her with a rolling pin.
Ms. Albina and hundreds of other Asian

workers have sought shelter in their embas
problems,"saidJean-Philippe Lavoyer,head Kuwait, once the core
of the army and
sies from abusive Kuwaiti employers.
of the Red Cross delegation in Kuwait.
police force but now unemployed.
A year after the Persian Gulf war,groups
Among the major concerns:
—Kuwait is expelling thousands of Irasuch as Amnesty International, the Interna-Rights groups say new allegations of qis, Palestinians. Jordanians.
Sudanese and
tional Committee of the Red Cross and severe beating in
s Kuwaiti detention centers Yemenis even if they are married to
Kuwaiti
Kuwaiti rights organizations are raising new are under investi
gation,
women, splitting up families. The Palestine
concerns about the emirate's human rights
—Palestinians continue to be forced out Liberation Organization,
Jordan, Sudan and
record.
of Kuwait against their will, especially the Yemen supported Iraq
in the gulf war.
Invesfigators note that the wave of exe- estimated 15,000
people from Gaza who
"They are pushing me to divorce by their
cutions and torture that followed the Febru- taught in
the emirate for decades. Lacking decision. I know very well
that this is wrong,"
ary 1991 ouster of Iraqi troops largely ceased real passpor
ts, only Iraq is taking them.
said
the
Palesti
nian
journal
ist who is plan
by July.
—There has still been no solution for ning to leave Saturd
ay after living in Ku
"But there are still serious human rights tens of thousa
nds of stateless Arabs living in wait for more than 30
years.

Have A Heart February 1992
Stanley H.Kaplan Students
Show your Compassion & Support
for People Living with AIDS

When does Education through
Experience combine with a UMaine
Tradition to create a most awesome
Community celebration?*

Buy a Pin, T-Shirt or Baseball Cap and the proceeds will go to

n4aine e0,18.'92

the Living With...Group, a national AIDS awareness campaign.

It has Something for Everyone.

YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE INFECTED TO BE AFFECTED
The Care pin is a symbol of
love and one of concern. It
says you don't have to be
infected to be affected.
"Someone I love has AIDS" is rapidly
becoming true for many of us, no
matter what color, nationality, gender
or sexual persuasion. As the disease
approaches epidemic proportions all
over the world,

I,SAT GMAT

L

mcxr

everybody needs to know
they're not alone.
Your purchase helps The
Living With...Group
*Educate the public about AIDS
*Provide fund raising tools for AIDS
service organizations
*Distribute proceeds to fund food,
shelter & alternative therapy
programs.

URI': SAT USNILF,

STANLEY H.KAPLAN

The next organizational meeting
is

Wednesday, February 26, 7pm
North Bangor Lounge, Memorial
Union

All enthusiasts, the curious,
and interested sponsors are
encouraged to attend. For more
information, or if you,
your organization or class
would like to be active in
Maine Day '92, call 1-1775.

EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

Call 1-800-KAP-TEST for more details

*April 22
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•Customer satisfation

Iraq fails to
Surveys being used to rate the Bear's Den
cooperate with By Shan
non Judd
UN inspector

Den,would be a nice addition but may upset as who buy
several cups a day could save time
many people as would appreciate it, he said.
and money getting additional coffee.
Other suggestions, like a salad bar, are
Jim Germani,another customer,suggestSuggestion and commentsurveys are avail- difficul
t to honor because something of that ed the addition of
a larger variety of microwaable in the Bear's Den to help customers make
size would take space away from other areas veable foods
and better quality meat. He said
a difference.
of the Den, Pauley said.
he liked the addition of Pizza Hut pizza to the
Jeff Pauley, Dining Services manager,
"We would have to take some things out to Bear's Den.
initiated the idea in October, and the surveys provid
e the space needed for it."
Liz Dunn-Tiemey,as well as several othwere utilized at the end of last semester and
He added space in the Den is limited and er customers,
have suggested vegetarian enthe beginning of this one.
large additions would take away from eating trees at the
Bear's Den. Humus(made with
garbanzo beans and spices), Taboli (made
with bulger wheat,vegetables and spices)and
Tofu
have been added to the menu.
"It(The Den)used to be a hopping bar here until the
drinking
Pauley said suggestions for price changes
age was raised, and many substance abuse policies at
are considered slightly different.
the
University of Maine are not conducive to maintaining
"We are looking for specific areas where
a barprices
are unfair," Pauley said. "We would
like atmosphere." —JeffPaulcy, Dining Services mana
ger
probably have to take a loss to sell many items
cheaper."
Soda fountain prices will be dropped in
"I want to know how the customers feel space,standing
room and other parts ofthe Den. order to maintain a profit and
to keep customabout the place," Pauley said.
"When we plan renovations for the future er prices low
after cost hikes from the soda
The items Pauley and the Bear's Den staff we keep these
suggestions in mind," Pauley distributors.
consider, range from praise of the Bear's said.
"hefty much everyone looks at the surveys
Den's food and new additions, to comments
Among the suggestions that have been because they are interes
ting," Pauley said.
on seating, service and atmosphere.
added to the Den's services are daily/weekly
The
manag
ement
staff
at the Bear's Den
"It used to be a hopping bar here until the specials includi
ng different pizzas on a test includes more than a half-do
zen people who
drinking age was raised, and many substance basis, homem
ade wheat bread, a line fryer, all see the surveys. Pauley
said they look at
abuse policies at the University of Maine are more hot foods
like casseroles and lasagna, ways to solve problems and
decide whether
not conducive to maintaining a bar-like atmo- and Coors
Light on tap.
they are too difficult to solve.
sphere," Pauley said.
Nick Fiori, a Bear's Den customer, sugThe surveys are available near or at the
Some things,like putting windows in at the gested a coffee
refill service so customers check-out counters at the Bear's
Den.
Staff Writer

By Nabila MegaIli
Associated Press Writer
MANAMA,Bahrain (AP)— The chief
U.N. inspector came back empty-handed
from Iraq on Monday after delivering
a
Security Council ultimatum demanding that
Saddam Hussein's government cooperate
with weapons inspectors.
Rolf Ekeus,a former Swedish ambassador, refused to go into details of his
sessions with Deputy Premier Tariq Aziz,
Foreign Minister Ahmed Hussein and other officials over the weekend, saying he
first must report to the Security Council in
New York.
Ekeus said he delivered the Iraqis a council statement of Feb. 19 that warned Baghdad of"serious consequences" if it failed to
eliminate its weapons of mass destruction
and accept long-term U.N. watchdog plans,
under provisions of the U.N. resolution that
ended the Gulf War.
Ekeus reported,"I made a written statement, and the Iraqis replied with a written
statement."
Asked if one could infer that no agreement was reached.Ekeus replied,"You can."

PngPish cDepahttnent
1992 Contests

Sorry! The Intruders will not be at
the Den this week as reported on
Monday. But to make it up to you,
we got someone equally as
wonderful to play tunes for you...

D.J.

Scott
Marcellino

Robed

g.
,Alorion

Tlaytvriling Conlest —(5200
Turner essay rWriliny Conies! — J200
ZAtirlitional information may be picked up in

the

English 'Department office — 304

R Ds Needed
Assistantship Positions Available
for the 1992-93 Academic Year

TheI nmenity of Maine Lkpanntvu oi Residential Life
announces its RD openings for 1992,93, 10 month
graduate assistantships that ate often challenging but
always rewarding.Dm am live-in naid mullions 55 SOO
morn& 10 month annoinimentl which includes menli
And an 1$ credit tuition IlrAiVPK—an excellent opportunity
tor anyone wishing to study in a graduate program while
gaining such valuable skills as human resource
management, general administration, and student
educational development.
ifinolimnoni Jost the,.nositions are now hems accented.
If interested, submit a cover letter stating interest. resume.
and 3 letters of recommendanon to: Timothy !limner
c/o South Campus Office, Estabroolue Hall, University of
Maine, Orono, Maine 04469. The University of Maine u
an espial Of:Oz./unity employer.
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Buy any
Footlong Sub
and get the
2nd one for 99'
with the purchase of.
medium size drink

18 Mill Street, Orono 866.3550
Good only in-store not
for use on delivery
Expires 2.27.q2

F.

Purchase Napa Oil Filter
get Napa Oil for
994 per quart

at Dubay Auto Parts
with this coupon
Orono
866-5523
M-F 7:30 - 5:00

—

8:30pm - 12:30am
Free Admission
Sponsored by SEA of Student Government
;

lamNAPAI

Old Town
827-5593
M-F 7:00 - 5:30 MEV a
Sat 8-5
LSun 9-3

Palmer & Associates
'the career management people'
The Schoolhouse
185 Harlow St. PO8 98
Bangor, Maine 04402
207-990-5730

IMPROVE YOUR ODDS
•Find unadvertised iobs •Winning Resumes
•Career Assessments
•Outplacement Services
•Interviewing skills
•Confidence Building

Shorten the time, expense, and
anxiety ofyour career transition
Call Gerry Palmer for free
information or send your resume
UMaine discount with this ad

c''
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EditorialPage
•Maine Center for the Arts

Integrity maintained

GotN
0.1t1131N6

No, JUST

'cross cAtiPos

On Friday,the University of Maine announced the selection
of Ralph E.Sandler as the new director ofthe Maine Center for
the Arts. Pending confirmation by UMaine officials and the
BOT,Sandler will begin his new job this summer. He replaces
Joel Katz who left last spring.
For nearly a year,the Maine Center for the Arts has been under
the interim co-direction of Rolf Olsen and Brenda Henderson.
Olsen and Henderson have led the MCA through a stressful
time and they should be commended for their work.With Katz's
departure and budget cuts hitting nearly every area on campus,
Olsen and Henderson braved the storm and were instrumental
in maintaining the MCA's cultural integrity.
It would have been easy to cave in to budget cuts and the
controversy surrounding Katz's departure. The MCA could
have presented a lackluster season based on these occurrences.
Yet Olsen and Henderson overcame these obstacles. During
the 1991-92 season,the MCA once again presented some of the
world's finest performers. From the Hungarica Philharmonia to
the recent performance by the Ballet Chicago,the MCA continues to house big name talent.The Vienna Choir Boysand popular
comedian George Carlin are scheduled to perform in late March.
In addition, both continued in their regular positions.Olsen
Have you ever said something
as MCA's Marketing Director and Henderson as box office that you wish you could take back?
director. Performing a single job is challenging enough, but to How about doing something you
Carina
combine it with running a performing arts center takes enor- shouldn't have or not doing something that you should have? It's
Clay
mous energy.
safe to say that we're all guilty to
Shortly after opening in 1986, the MCA quickly gained a some extent,some of us more than
national reputation among performers and audiences.Through others though.
With Spring Break fast ap- nity and spend the rest of
their work and commitment as interim co-directors, Olsen and
your life
proachi
ng people often find them- wishing that you had taken the five
Henderson have kept it that way.(FJS)
selves reflecti

C. FARNHAM

ia

The window of opportunity

you wronged. That's pretty easy
when you don't care all that much
about the opinion of the other person. Insincere apologies trip easily
from our tongues, it's the sincere
ones we choke on, or avoid all
together.
Apologies,like everything else,
have a time limit. People will only
accept your apology if it's given in
ng on things they minutes that would have made such
the proper time frame. A moment
haven't thought of in weeks.
a difference to them and done a too early and they won't
listen, too
Have you ever wished that you'd world ofgood for your
•Postal Service
conscience. late and they won't care anymore.
taken high school more seriously? Once somebody is gone
you'll nev- There is a small window of opporApplied yourself a little more (or er get another shot
at teliir them tunity, and if missed it will slam
even a little)? How about in col- how you feel.
shut, never to be reopened.
lege? Instead of going to those
We've all made mistakes in the
The budget crisis? Unemployment? The emerging presSometimes we don't apologize,
parties you should have stayed romance departm
ent. Some peo- even when we know we should.
idential race? Are these the stories grabbing the attention of home and studied
for that exam. ple don't realize until it's too late
because we're afraid of the other
the American people?
Should have gone to those classes and they find
themselves getting a person's reaction. It's a lame exa little more frequently. Shouldn't divorce.Others
No.
get dumped(freed) cuse, but it's the truth.
Instead a new controversy has taken hold of the nation's have taken quite so many road at the altar, and even more discovA friend told me recently that
conciousness. One that threatens to split it like no other issue trips.It would certainly make things er early on that they've made a apologies are like erasers on peneasier now, but it seemed like the mistake.
Everyone would go back cils, there's no other
since the less filling/tastes great debate of years gone by.
way to eradiright thing to do, back then.
and never go on that first date if cate mistake
s
from
the
heart.
Yes, it is the Elivs stamp.
Now is a good time to make a they could, but
we can't. Live and
At
some
point
in
time
we all
The United States Postal Service, led by Postmaster guest appearance at that class learn.
wish
that
life
was
like
that
clock
a
General Anthony Frank, unveiled two different versions of you've been skipping religiously.
When we go home from college we could
just turn back to get a
At first it was just for the day, and the immedi
ate urge is to hook up second chance to change
a propsed Elvis Presley 29-cent stamp on Monday.
all the
then you were embarrassed to go with friends
who might also be things we wish we had done differPeople will be allowed, via a 19-cent postcard, to chose because you were so far
behind, home and compare notes.
How ently. Spend more time with peowhich of the two Elvis portraits they would perfer to have and now you're afraid the instruc- about
spending some time with ple, make
those phone calls, write
tor won't recognize you. Don't your family
adorn their correspondance.
? They've missed us those letters
and take those words
delay.
Now
is the time to plead for too, and although
Opinion is divided between three main groups. The first
it's not as fun in back; but it can't be done. We have
a withdraw passing grade or an the short
run, it will be more satis- to rely on
favors the younger, svelte Elvis stamp. It portrays a sort of
the goodwill of other
so that your G.P.A. won't fying later.
The old cliché is true, people to forgive
'50s memorabilia Elvis from his heyday as a teen idol.
and forget.
plummet.
friendscome and go,but your famMake
a
vow
before you go
The second wants to see the'70s version,a heavier, gold
There is only a certain time ily is yours
forever.
home,
or
wherev
er
this break, to
frame
in which this can be accomring and sequined jumpsuit wearing Elvis.
Now is also a good time to
resolve
all
unfinis
of
your
hed perplished
,
if
you
miss the opportuni- straighten out
The third, least publicized, group is the people who just
misunderstandings sonal business. Make those apoloty you'll find yourself fabricating with
friends. Everyone will have a gies,
saw The King last week at Burger King and don't think he
write long letters and make
a suitable excuse for whoever is couple
of weeks to reflect on what's short
should be on a stamp until after he is really dead.
phone
calls(don't blow your
monitoring your progress in col- said instead
of on their hurt feel- budget
mending fences).
Regardless of which side wins,and ignoring the fact that lege. Why wait?
ings. This will probably be diffiWe all have said and done things
Remember that person you've cult if not
he may become the first living person to be graced with his
unpleasant in the short that we regret,
the key is to avoid
been meaning to call or write to? term,
own postage stamp, the entire process has raised some
but it will make the next
making the same mistakes again.
There never seems to be time in seven
weeks after break go faster
interesting questions.
Take the time to today,because the
your busy schedule—do it now. and
smooth
er.
Why has Elvis has been getting more press than the You may discover that you'll
opportu
nity may not be there tonevDid you ever say something
that morrow.
entire slate of Democratic presidential candidates?
er get the opportunity,especially if you
fully meant when you said it
And why don't the Democrats drop the draft Cuomo it's an older person.
that you wish you could take
back?
Can Clay is a senior journalPeople get sick and people die It's no
movement and talk Elvis into running instead?(DMK)
use. The best you can posism major who is developing a
every day. Don't miss the opportu- sibly
do is apologize to the person
tastefor peanut butter.

An Elvisstampede
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THE CAMPUS CRIER
WEEKENDER

Thursday
7:00 p.m. Coffee

House. Movie followed by music. The Ram's Horn.
7:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Dial Mfor Murder. Nutter ;Lounge, Memorial Union. Free.
7:00 p.m. Peace and Justice Film Festival. Blood in the Face. 101 Neville Hall.
8:00 p.m. Thursday Night at the Den. The Bear's Den, Memorial Union. Free.
8:00 p.m. Concert. Twentieth Century Music Ensemble. Maine Center for the Arts.

Friday
7:00 p.m. No

Popcorn Cinema. Producers. Nutter Lounge, Memorial Union. Free.

7:00 p.m. UMaine Ice Hockey. Black Bears vs.'Providence. Alfond Arena. Admission/Sports Pass.
7:30..p.m. UMainc Women's

Basketball. Black

Bears vs. Delaware. Admission/Sports Pass.

Saturday
7:00 p.m. UMaine Ice Hockey. Black Bears vs. Providence. Alfond Arena. Admission/Sports Pass.
8:00 p.m. Contradance with the Marsh Island Band. Orono Community Center. Admission $4.

1

1
1
1
1

Wednesday, Feb. 26 to Wednesday Mar. 18

MOVIES
wears,*26

The Campus Crier

Thursday 27

12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Family
Plot Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union.
Free.

Friday 28
7.00 p.m.NoPopcorn Gnerna Producm.
NutterLainge,
Union. Fire.

7:00 p.m. No Popcorn Gnerna. Dial Mfir
Murder. Nutter Lounge,Memorial Union.
Free.
7:00 p.m. Peace and Justice Film Festival.
Blood in the Face. 101 Neville Hall.

ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT
Thursday 27
7:00p.m. Coffee House. Movie followed
by music. The Ram's Horn.

Saturday 29
8:00 p.m. Concert 7iventirth Century
Music Ensemble. Maine Center for the
Arts.

8:00 p.m. Thursday Night at the Den.
The Bear's Den, Memorial Union. Free.

8:00 p.m. Contradance with the Marsh
Island Band. Orono Community
Center. Admission $4.

ATHLETICS
Thursday 27
6:30 p.m. UMaine Snowboard Club.
Anyone interested in the promotion of
this fast growing sport here at UM
please feel free to attend. All levels of
ability and interest welcome. 1912
Room, Memorial Union.

vLift
aro
.\\J „
tlag

c=n_f-&t
The Writing Center opens its doors to work
with anyone on any piece of writing.
Monday - Thursday
9 - 12, 1 - 4, 7 - 9 p.m.
Friday
9 - 12, 1 -4 p.m.
402 Neville Hall 581-3829

Fddiry28
7:30 p.m. UMaine Women's
Basketball. Black Bears vs. Delaware.
Admission/Sports Pass.

7:00 p.m. UMaine Ice Hockey. Black
Bears vs. Providence. Alfond Arena.
Admission/Sports Pass.

7:00 p.m. UMaine Ice Hockey. Black
Bears vs. Providence. Alfond Arena.
Admission/Sports Pass.

COUNSELING CENTER
SPRING SEMESTER
GROUPS
Wednesdays
10:30-12:00 Gay-Lesbian-Bisexual
Discussion Group
3:00-4:30 Adult Children of Alcoholics.
Thursdays
3:00-4:30 Thirsty Thursdays
3:30-5:00 The Dream Group
3:30-5:00 Women's Group
3:30-5:00 High Anxiety

0•40

Where: UNH
When: Anytime. Will share gas expense.
Name: Jesse Lundy
Phone #: 581-7535
Where: Anywhere in Rhode Island
When: Spring Break. Will share gas expense.
Name: Anne Brewer
Phone #: 990-5967

C.)

Mondays
2:30-4:00 General Therapy
3:45-5:00 Incest/Sexual Abuse
Survivors' Group

Tuesday
3:00-4:30 Men's Group
3:30-5:00 Food As Symbol
For More Information call 581-1392

THE RIDE BOARD!
Rides Needed:

"When the burden gets too heavy, share
the load"

Saturday 29

The Campus Crier

Wednesday, Feb. 12 to Wednesday, Feb. 19

MEETINGS
Wednesday 26
4:00 p.m. Women's Support Group. A
support group dealing with women's
issues. 1955 Room, Memorial Union.
4:00 p.m. Society of Women Engineers.
Continuation ofS.W.E. restructuring.
Discussion ofGrammar school outreach
program, fimdraising. New ideas and new
members welcome. Come and see the new
S.W.E. FFA Room, Memorial Union.
6:00 p.m. Student Alunuii Association.
Weekly meeting. Crossland Alumni
Center.
6:00 p.m. Women's Support Group. A
support group dealing with women's
issues. 1955 Room, Memorial Union.
6:00 p.m. Ram's Horn Committee
Meeting. The Ram's Horn.
7:00 p.m. UMaine Film Club. Apocalypse
Now. Informal discussion to follow the
film. 100 Neville Hall.

Thursday 27
Cancelled (This week only). Spanish
Club. Weekly meeting. Opportunity to
listen and practice Spanish. Come even if
you only speak a little Spanish. 207 Little
Hall.
5:00 p.m. OffCampus Board Meeting.
The Ram's Horn.

PC Workshops
Wednesday 26
9:00 a.m. WP 5.1-Basic Formatting.
10:00 a.m. DOS Intermediate/Advanced.
11:00 a.m. Lotus Graphing.
Thursday 27
8:00 a.m. WP 5.1-Basic Formatting.
9:30 a.m. DOS Intermediate/Advanced.
11:00 a.m. Lotus Graphing.
Wednesday, Mar. 18
9:00 a.m. Lotus Graphing.
10:00 a.m. %VP 5.1-Basic Formatting.
11:00 a.m. DOS Intermediate/Advanced.

Macintosh Workshops
Monday, Mar. 16
9:00 a.m Intermediate Excel.
10:00 a.m. IntermediateMicrosofi Word.
11:00 a.m. IntermediateFiltmaker.
Tuesday, Mar. 17
9:30 a.m. Intermediate Excel.
11:00 a.m. IntermediateMicrosofi Word
12:30 p.m. Intermediate Filemaker.
PC classes are held in 255 Stevens Hall.
Macintosh classes are held at Stewart
Commons.
Call 581-2500 for registration or for further
information.

Tuesday likr. 17
6:00 p.m. East and West Campus Area
Board Meeting. Weekly meeting for
spring semester. Everyone Welcome.
Stewart Commons Private Dining Room.
6:00 p.m. The Wildlife Society. T-Shirts
are in, many upcoming activities. 102
Nutting Hall.
6:30 p.m. UMaine Snowboard Club.
Anyone interested in the promotion of this
fast growing sport here at UM,please feel
free to attend. All levels of ability and
interest welcome. 1912 Room, Memorial
Union.

Friday 28
IMO p.m. Overeaters Anonymous.
Weekly meeting, all are welcome. Old
Town Room, Memorial Union.
12:00 p.m. F.A.FLO.G. Student
organization looking to offer support,
discussion, or experience of what it means
to be Franco American on campus.
Franco-American Center.
4:00 p.m. International Students Coffee
Hour. Meets every Friday. Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.
6:30 p.m. Inter Varsity Christian
Fellowship. Weekly Meeting. Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.

CHECKIT01177!

The Hole in the Wall
Gallery
Featuring: Original paintings and
sculptures by Steve Kurth and Scott
McPherson.
February 24 thru February 28

4:00 p.m. Maine Peace Action
Committee. Weekly meeting. Virtue
Room,The Maples.
7:00 p.m. The Union Board. General
Meeting. Ford Room, Memorial Union.
7:30 p.m. Tri-Beta Meeting. A co-ed
biology dub open to all majors with an
interest in science. 101 Deering Hall.

Wednesday Myr. 18
4:00 p.m. Women's Support Group. A
support group dealing with women's
issues. 1955 Room, Memorial Union.
6:00 p.m. Student Alumni Association.
Weekly meeting. Crossland Alumni
Center.
6:00 p.m. Women's Support Group. A
support group dealing with women's
issues. 1955 Room, Memorial Union.

IWPARTN1ENT OF RI 511)1

FIA1.1.11-E

Attention On-Campus Residents
Let's learnfrom the recent Knox Hall FirePractice These Important safety tips
1. KEEP fire lanes clear at all times.
2. PULL a fire alarm immediately when you
see or smell smoke or become aware of any
fire.
3. LEAVE your residence hall immediately
when the fire alarm goes off.
4. BE SURE to use only appliances approved
for use in your residence hall room.
5. TAKE TIME to review fire safety practices.
We care about the difference it could make in
your life some day.
Sponsored by:
Department of Residential Life
Orono Fire Department
UM Public Safety

PFPARTNIFNT OF RESIDEN1IAI.1.11

Live on Campus- It's everything you
want it to be.
• It's convenient.
• News travels faster.
• Proximity is a plus.
• Technology at your fingertips.
• Conversation is as close as your next
door neighbor.

Mark your calendar for these datesFeb. 10-24 York Village sign-up. South
Campus Office
Feb. 12-28 Allen Village sign-up. East/West
Campus Office
Mar. 16-26 Hall info. sessions & squatter's
rights. Area Offices
Mar. 30 Changing rooms within halls. Area
Offices
Apr. 2 Open Room sign-up. Main site-Wells
Lounge

Wednesday, Feb. 26 to Wednesday Mar. 18

The Campus Crier

SPEAKERS
Wednesday 26

Thursday 27

12:15 p.m. Women in the Curriculum
Lunch Series and Sex Today Series. Rapt
Awareness: Athletesfor Sexual Responsibili.
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.

12:20 p.m. Socialist and Marxist Studies.
Women and Industrialization in Asia.
Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union.

6:30 p.m. The Wildlife Society. Dr.
Daniel Harrison speaking on the impact of
forest practices on pine marten in Maine.
102 Nutting Hall.

RELIGION
Wednesday 26
Cancelled (this week only). Earth
Spiritual Alliance. For people interested
in Wicca or Amerindian Shamanism.
Come for more information.
I)nimmond Chapel.

5:31 p.m. Coffee House. Discussion
group of"Hot" topics of college
students. Gooey desserts served.
Newman Center.

Friday
6:30 p.m. Inter Varsity Christian
Fellowship. Weekly Meeting. Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.

Business Manager Needed!
ASAP is currently seeking applicants to fill the
position of Business Manager. Bookkeeping
experience is a must as duties will include payroll
and billing. Work-study or work-merit is
prefened.
ASAP is a Macintosh® based workplace which
provides the campus community with desktop
publishing facilities, resume service, off-set

printing, and multi-media presentations.
Applicants should be familiar with the
Macintosh format and various programs such as
Excel and Microsoft Word.
Stop by 16 Chadbourne Hall today and fill out
an application, or call 581-4359 and ask for
Joey Murray or Laurie House.

1
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If you want
your
organization's
meeting or
activity listed
in The Crier,
then just clip
this out, fill it
in, and drop it
by.
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Editor: Lori Goodwin
Assistant Editor: Christopher A. Tatian
Artwork Tim Carrier
Cover Art: Steve Kurth
The Campus Crier is a service provided by
A.S.A.P. to the students at the University
of Maine. It is a student-run calendar
listing information on artistic, educational,
and spiritual programs. It provides free
listings of all student-related events and
services. We try to publish a complete
listing ofcampus events and studentrelated activities. When placing a listing
please include the following information:
name, organization, phone number, time,
date, location, cost, and a short description
of the event.
Send all submissions through
campus mail to: The Campus
Crier, 16 Chadbourne Hall or
call us at 581-4359. Deadline is
Friday at 5:00 p.m.a week before
the listing is to appear.
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•Union renovations

Not the best plan for students
To the editor

Students were hit by a full page
piece of propaganda entitled "REUNION- in Monday's issue of The
Maine Campus. It comes on the
heelsofan overwhelming non-binding vote by the student body to keep
the Memorial Union as it is. I find
fault with the proposal and the advertisementon several grounds.First
of all, they claim that "the decision
of the Credit Union to close its
Memorial Union office is unrelated
to the other Memorial Union renovation."Somebody thinks we're stupid!They are trying to tell us that the
imminent demise of the only place
on campus proper to cash checks
and the planned renovations are coincidental. I find this difficult to
believe. Secondly, although I agree
that many more computers are needed,these should go in satellite locations around campus. The Student
'Mon should be reserved as a place
for recreation, entertainment,food

and drink — not a place for academics.
It seems to me that the plan has
but one virtuous point: more food
choices/dining space are needed. It
doesn't take a committee to figure
that out. All one must do is go to the
Union at lunch time. Perhaps the
bowling alleys are underutilized,
and perhaps the Coe Lounge will
not be missed that much, but these
places must only be sacrificed if
more eating space and a bigger
drinking bar will be provided in
their place. Next, I must ask why
The Maine Campus does not print
the name of the person or organization who actually sponsorsfull-page
advertisements? We can only assume the "RE-UNION" was courtesy of the chuckleheads who want
to make the Memorial Union more
"student friendly". I am speaking
ofthe "committee of6 students and
6faculty/staff whothink they know
what is good for the Student Union
better than the student body does.

•Campus Crier

Such committees are so often a front
which legitimizes the plans of the
powers that be. Finally, the ad was
written in the patronizing tone that
students around here should be accustomed to whenever they question policy. The last line states,"
while the term 'cost effective' is
difficult to accept at times, particularly when the goal of the Memorial
Union is the provide services to students,it must be remembered that in
order to respond to student need,
difficult decisions with no perfect
solutions must be made." Apparently no perfect sentences can be made
either. They are telling us,in a not so
subtle manner, "like it or not, the
changes are coming just the way
we've planned it." If only we had a
Vice-President of Student Affairs •Campus sports
who cared about the affairs of students. Don't give up hope folks,
Hutchinson is on his way.
To the editor:
Daniel S. Hagopian
Estabrooke Hall
If you want people to trust your
newspaper, you must check your
facts. In Tim Hopley's column on
the University of Maine hockey
team on Feb. 17, there were two
factual errors.
The first error would have been
an easily correctable one with a
little bit of proof reading. At the
end of the article, Hopley wrote,
"(Garth) Snow is now 21-3-1 on
Letters to the editor o
the season." In his"Shots from the
The Maine Campus shou
Point"
segment,one paragraph latbe no longer than 250
er.
Hopley
stated that, "Snow is
words and must contain
now five wins away from tying the
name, address and p
UMaine record for most wins in a
number.
season by a goaltender(25), set in
The Maine Campus will
1987-88 by Scott King."
not run letters which appear
With a little proof reading and
to be advertisements for
a little quick math, you can see
upcoming events.
that 25 minus 21 leaves Snow
four wins shy of tying the record.
The Maine Campus reNot five.
serves the right to edit all
The second error is one that
submissions for length,
should
not have made it into print.
taste and libel.
Hopley stated, without any attribution, that, "(Scott) Pellerin is

Check hockey facts

Independent paper Editorial
To the editor:
The Campus Crier is an independently produced paper, which
is an insert in The Maine Campus.
It is produced by the Association
ofStudent and Administrative Publications(ASAP)in 16 Chadbourne
Hall. The opinions expressed in
the cartoons on the cover do not
represent the position of The Maine
Campus in any way.They serve as
a vehicle through which we hope

to generate an intelligent dialogue
about a topic. If any student wishes to respond to a cover, they may
send a letter to the editor of The
Maine Campus and express their
opinion, but they should not hold
The Maine Campus accountable
for an editorial opinion.
Christopher A. Tatian
Outgoing Campus Crier Editor
Lori Goodwin
Campus Crier Editor

•Stodder Commons

Events are creative

fun and successful
To the editor:
Before the decorations were
dismantled and packed away,and
the sumptuousfeast removed,Ms.
Clare Lint was scheming the next
gala eventfor Stodder Commons.
Last Sunday night,residents,faculty,administration,and other visitors who gathered in the commons were treated to several hours
of music and dancing, fun, fencing,fantasy, and food — authentic medieval food.
It was obvious from the start
that Ms.Lint and the terrific Stodder staff had done it again! All the
hours of hard work materialized,
and a Medieval Banquet unfolded without a hitch.
Near the end of the evening,a
Penobscot resident in drab attire

had this to say of the event"This
has been so wonderful. What a
great time. I sure hope they reintroduce the hedgehogs (medieval pork sausage meatballs) at
tomorrow's lunch." This is not a
slam since everyone knows that
Stodder Commons boasts not
only the friendliest atmosphere,
and cheeriest environment, but
also the best food on campus.
Instead,the statement reflects
something else that everyone
knows ... the creative juices are
issuing forth as to a conduit over
at Stodder. If there is anything
that Clare Lint and her staffcan't
pull ofcreativity and successfully, well, we have not seen it yet.
Lisa Satchfield
Penobscot Hall

Poll

one goal shy of becoming the first
Black Bear to ever accumulate 100
goals and 100 assists in a career."
That's just plain wrong. A quick
phone call to the Sports Information Department and one to the
Hockey Office reveals that Gary
Conn had 107 goals and 114 assists in a career that spanned from
1979 to 1981 here at the University
of Maine.
While nobody could argue that
Scott Pellerin is one of the all-time
greatest hockey players this university has seen, he will not be the
first player to accomplish those
feats. Anyone could have checked
it out, apparently though, neither
Tim Hopley nor The Maine Campus bothered to do so.
When you make mistakes like
those (especially the second one),
your credibility suffers and readers start doubting the articles you
present as facts.
Ed Bogle
Sports Director
WMEB Radio

•Campus sports

UM baseball cold weather sport
To the editor:
Your sports editor might be interested to know about a recent
column in our local Lexington
Herald by Chuck Culpepper. He
was writing about a decision made
at some national meeting of baseball coaches to consider changing
the college baseball season from
February thru May to playing from
March into July.
He described the University of
Kentucky as a cold-weather school
and thought the UK was at a huge
disadvantage because it played its
first eleven games away. Clearly
Mr. Culpepper doesn't have the
first idea about how unfair the base-

ball season is on a real cold-weather school like Maine. I don't think
that UK even plays LSU until the
post season conference tournament. And UK has been practicing
outside since this season's practice began because we've been 40
to 60 degrees for daytime highs
most of this month.
Anyway, I'd be interested to
know how Tim Hopley feels about
playing college baseball during
the summer.
We enjoy The Campus; it's an
unusually fine college paper. Your
coverage ofthe presidential search
has been especially good. As both
alumni and parents of an out-ofstate student at UMaine, we have

been deeply interested in the failure ofstate leadership to handle the
state economy and the resulting
devastation offinancing for higher
education in Maine.
The Maine Campus is an excellent source of information on all
these issues. So carry on! And we
hope Maine clobbers LSU in their
season opener in Baton Rouge.Sun
Belt teams have it so soft anyway.
We figure that anyone who has
been practicing in a fieldhouse will
be so inspired by playing in real
sunshine and blue sky that Maine
will just wipe up.
Allan and Marci Butterfield
Lexington, Kentucky
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Carl Paul

By Stephen Kurth
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Calvin and Hobbes

A[HES(March 20— A pril 19): A petulant
family member or friend tries to get a rise out of
you just for the sake of annoyance. Refuse to
take the bait and you'll frustrate them instead.

by Bill Watterson
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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IFTODA Y IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:The
road you choose is not an easy one. You
believe that nothing worthwhile is ever easy,
and sacrifice is the price you pay for friendships. You enjoy life even with its ups and
downs. People look up to you and it hurts
when you can't help. Remember, you can't
change or fix someone else, only yourself.

'I L141 RIGHCATICAI,Burain

TAURUS (April 20 — May 20): Although you don't want to show up a friend,
pointing out flaws in their plan causes a
reevaluation of the issue. The result benefits
everyone involved.
GEMINI(May 21 —June 20): Perspectives on an issue are lost in the wealth of
information involved. How can you possibly
sort it all out? The best approach is to hop into
research yourself.
CANCER (June 21 — July 22): The
need for togetherness can be satisfied through
a shared adventure with a loved one. Get off
the beaten path by exploring the bywaysofthe
area and enjoy nature.
LEO (July 23 — Aug. 22): Through a
clear re-evaluation of your goals, you can
determine if they are still relevant. If they are,
then use your enhanced skills to push ahead.
If not, then enlist your creativity.
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VIRGO(Aug. 23 — Sept. 22): Despite
your efforts to build a sound relationship, a
selfish friend fails to recognize that mutually
beneficial relationships are built on trust and
sharing. Circumvent them.

Mother Goose & Grimm

by Mike Peters
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SCORPIO(Oct.23 — Nov.21): Obstacles from the past are no match for you
today.
Energy and an enormous capacity for work
provide the boost you need to bowl
over
anything in your path.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 — Dec. 21):
Clearly defined goals are not enough:
without
a timetable your efforts are empty
exercises.
The road to ruin is paved with good
intentions.

'47

Shoe

LIBRA(Sept.23— Oct.23): A neighbor
fancies themselves a comedian, but there is
a
distinction between wit and mockery! Sarcasm is the lowest form of humor, as it is
essentially mean spirited and petty.

by Jeff MacNelly

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 — Jan. 19):
A
friend is more interested in talking about
doing
things than actually doing them.Don't
let them
distract you from your responsibiliti
es.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 — Feb. 18):
A
communication breakdown hinders the
development of teamwork and engend
ers disagreement because nobody is getting the
facts
straight. Iron out the problem.
PISCES(Feb.19— March 19):
Friendship and intimacy are in your
chart, perhaps
becoming intertwined as passio
n creeps into
a heretofore platonic relatio
nship.Follow your
heart.
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Your Daily
Horoscope

EntertainmentPages

By Carl Paul
* ** *
For Thursday, February 27
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Ambitious, you know how to get what you
want for yourselfand your family.Trusting in
fate to provide you with that one lucky break
to solve all your wants could set you up for
scams and rip-offs. Set your aims high and
follow through with cautious buy aggressive
action and you'll do very well.
A FtIES(March 20 — April 19): Doubts
regarding your role in the workplace are eased
by a confidential discussion with your employer. Thus assured, you can blaze a new
pathway to success.
TAURUS(April 20— May 20): Challenge yourself to reach out and try something
new! Speak out for a good cause or call that
person you've been dying to date.
GEMINI(May 21 — June 20): Charisma allows you to sway many skeptics toward
your way ofthinking. Don't waste your charm
on soneone who won't budge, go with an
alternative navigator, instead.
CANCER (June 21 — July 22): Good
fortune gives you the opportunity to advance
your interests, speeding the progress toward
an important goal. A creative approach yields
the best results.
LEO(July 23 — Aug.22): There are no
"small"events as every new development has
an impact on your life. Put a positive spin on
things by acting on information that could
further your position.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 — Sept. 22): Your
enthusiasm makes it a waste of tirne to enlist
the help of those around you. Sincerity of
purpose changes the course of a close relationship for the better.
LIBRA(Sept.23—Oct.23): Evaluation
s
of spending habits show areas of needles
money
your
extravagance. Be practical with
and it yields dividends.
SCORPIO(Oct.23— Nov.21): When
you need someone to lean on, the crutch
bearer may be a surprise. This new friendship
are
could be a source ofspiritual growth if you
nce.
open to the experie
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22— Dec 21):
Information sheds light on a confusing Sit:Ina personal dit:ion, allowing you to resolve
character with
a
into
lemma You have insight
whom you disagree.
19):
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 — Jan.
you
gives
Happening onto useful information
Perproject
nt
the inside track on an importa
draws
suade others to help out and a goal
within your reach.
AmbiAQUARIUS(Jan.20—Feb.18):
peak
ensures
tion augmented by keen insight
impresan
quite
performance, which makes
yours
sion on your boss. A raise could be
New
PISCES (Feb. 19 — March 19):
s
preciou
a
developments bring you closer to
g
thinkin
without
goal, but don't rush ahead
be more
about the options. One path may
direct than another.

New York Times Daily Crossword
ACROSS
Attract
•Chela
10 Alphabetic run
14 Hawkish home
IS0 Neill's
daughter
16 Make angry
17 West Indian
food plant
had a farm
ii — — •0
20 Heavy wave
21 Access
22 Card game for
two
24 Disgrace
25 Grating
26 Terrified

29 First State
33 Feeble light
34 Juan's hand
33 Wedge. e g
36 Theatrical org
37 Proportion
3s Haunt
39 Glacial
saw
40
Elba'
41 More secret
42 Piano part
44 Notorious fly
45 Warhol
46 Mister, to Hans
47 ' - Around
Us. Carson
SO Painter Guido

st Former cap of
Brazil
54 Chess piece
SS Grissino
SS Actress Baxter
59 Impart
So Gourmand
431 Nuisance
42 MacDonald s
Co-star
1113 ---body
cry"- Burns

rums

is

i
i?

is

liii
di.. dill
diii
liii
iii. iii diii
diii

11

dii
26

29

27

illiii

13

diii
30

31

32

34

37

36iii
39

DOWN

They once were
checkered
2 This world
3 Region
4 Narrow inlet
$ Nosey Parker
11 French painter
E
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZL
7 Frown Var
Black cuckoo
DRFI a
S A CIG
9 Decisive defeat
to One with
depehdents
I Coconut fiber
12 Daily fare
13 NObelist WieSel
is Comestibles
CE
WIMP° aO00
230SS s
successor
24 Stomach Slang
25 Guardian spirits
26 Pile
27 Dugout
25 Fittingly
29 Old fashioned
- weatl/
30
s
13
K E011

Rjans
M
MOM MOB MODA30
UMW DoMO 0001
ON
m0000008 AMM
LODN mom
00013 MGOBOGO
1210000 BOG OMOOE
4100 MGOOGG MOD
MEOW= GCBs
GOADO 00100
10
mAimou MODA0011
OcCIUD UGOD 011100
0 GOOD
BIM= 000
op Doug

47

44

43

42

1111

41

40

i45

46
SO

48 I

ill

Si

iii
SS s6

isa

S2 S3

S7
iii

59

60

62

43

iiii

'I...
31 Strike the
Gold s prize
nous
32
34 Unite
37 Legible
41 And the glory
of the Lord
Isaiah
43 The same
44 Be inclined
411Rash
47§_nare

511 Whet
49 Inconceivable
times
SO Split apart
St Formal
procedure

52 Chilled
53 Gumbo
511 Claret colorer
57 Menlo Park
initials

Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-4205656(75C each minute).

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
* Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk I-on-1 with a professional astrol-

Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and 12 p.m.,or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.

t1 11

6119

14

No.01 1.4

*

ility,
°ger about your personal concerns — love and compatib
family
ships,
relation
career,
work, money,

e seven days a week, morning
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are availabl
to your telephone. The first
billed
is
which
minute,
through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per
726-3036.
1-900—
today
Call
older.
or
18
minute is FREE. You must be
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Professor Guesman to retire
some quality, but small enough to maintain
close faculty associations and student associations," he said.
In 1979 Guesman began taking students
to London during May term and has taken
students every year since then except last
year because of the Gulf War situation. He
plans to take students to London this May.
Between 1986 and 1990 Guesman took
students to the Soviet Union over spring break.
"This was back when the Soviet Union
was the enemy, the evil empire, and it was
spooky and scary and that was the excitement." he said.
In addition to teaching, advising students and taking students to London and the
Soviet Union, he has also coached the

from page 5

UMaine golf team.
An avid golfer. Guesman coached the
team between 1982 and 1990. During his
final season with the golf team, it became
one of the top two teams in New England.
He said he has decided to retire from
UMaine now because he has a variety of
plans for his future.
"There are other things that I want to do
and I don't want to wait until I'm so old that
I can't do them. It seemed like this was as
good a lime as any," he said.
Guesman said he plans to get back to research in his'firstlove"—history.He also plans
to continue his hobbies of golf, gardening and
cooking, and plans to travel with his wife.
Stuart Bullion, current chairman of the

journalism department described Guesman
as "indefatigable."
"He has the energy of about six 12 year
olds," he said.
Bullion said UMaine students are going
to miss Guesman and Guesman is going to
miss them.
"He talks to people, he doesn't just talk
to classes," Bullion said.
Guesman said the thing he will miss
most about UMaine is the students. He enjoys being able to make a difference in
students' lives and finds it very flattering
when students in his classes become interested in journalism.
"I've always felt a certain excitement
walking into the classroom,"Guesman said.

•Philippines

Filipino government will allow Marcos burial
By Eileen Guerrero

Associated Press Writer
MANILA, Philippines(AP) — Former
first lady Imelda Marcos Tuesday accepted
the government's conditions for burying her
husband in the nation he ruled for 20 years-.
She said she would leave soon for Hawaii to
fetch the body.
Mrs. Marcos traveled to 'locos Norte
province,250 miles north of Manila,to look
for a burial place for the late President
Ferdinand Marcos, who died in exile in
1989.
President Corazon Aquino last year reversed her opposition to the return of Marcos' body but stipulated that it be flown
directly from Hawaii to limos Norte, Mar-

cos' native province.
Mrs. Marcos refused at the time, saying
it was her husband's dying wish to be buried
in the Manila area.
Mrs. Marcos,one ofeight candidates for
president in May 11 elections, faces at least
80 criminal and civil cases in connection
with alleged corruption during the Marcos
administration.
She pleaded innocent Tuesday to three
counts of maintaining illegal foreign bank
accounts — the sixth anniversary of the
uprising that toppled her husband and catapulted Mrs. Aquino to power.
Mrs. Marcos said Tuesday that she would
bring her husband's body back to the Philippines "as soon as possible. I am very happy
that at last he will be in the Philippines, his

motherland, his dream all along."
She said she accepted the government's
terms "in spite of the fact that they violate
the constitution, human rights and the natural law."
Aides for Mrs. Marcos said she submitted travel papers Tuesday and expected to
have a passport by the end of the week. Mrs.
Marcos returned from exile in November on
a special one-way document.
Marcos' body has been kept in a refrigerated mausoleum in Honolulu.The body of
Marcos' mother,Josefa Edralin-Marcos,has
also not been buried since her death in 1988
in the Philippines.
The Marcos family said she would not be
permanently entombed until the body of the
former president was returned.

KEEP
THE BOOKS

BOT
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about a university or a grade school. As long
as there are teachers and students, this is
bound to happen, but as soon as you lay off
teachers, this process stops, dead in its
tracks," he said.
Travers said the teaching of courses by
interactive television, prevented interaction
and discussion between the teacher and student.
David Demsey ,dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences at Augusta said the problems of cheating or reduced writing assignments that occur in the ITV courses, also
exist in live class sessions—particularly large
classes.
"I think there needs to be healthy and
objective debate over what the right,correct
balance [is] between the live sections and
ITV sections," he said,
After hearing public comments,UMaine
administration, faculty and students separated into three groups to discuss the course
of direction for the UMaine system for the
next decade.
Eighty minutes later, the groups disbanded and the regular meeting continued.
Donald Nickleson, consultant to the
Chancellor, who presided over Monday's
group discussions said there was "a lot of
similarity" with people's priorities.
He said no specific requests were
made, but people were generally concerned with which programs to keep and
which to cut, as well as with university
officials—particularly the trustees—in
taking a more active role ensuring the
quality of education.
Nickleson said preliminary reports were
to be presented to the trustees by the end of
April and would be voted on May 18.

Applications are now being accepted for:

Treasurer of Student Government
All that is required: 1 semester of accounting
This is a paid position from March 1992 - March
1993
Pick up applications in Student Government
Office
3rd Floor Memorial Union or call 581-1775
Deadline: March 20th, 3:30 PM
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Carlin is coming
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•Presidential race

Future plans

Clinton says Maine caucus no surprise

Comedian George Carlin will be
making his 3rd visit to the MCA on
Friday, Mar.27.Tickets are $17from
the MCA box office.

urru ROCK, Ark.(AP) — Gov. Bill
Clinton says hisshowing in Maine's Democratic
caucuses — behind Paul Tsongas of Massachusetts, Jerry Brown of California and a slate of
uncommitted delegates—was no greatsurprise.
"For almost no money and a limited
investment in time we wound up with four
delegates in Maine,so I was very pleased,"
Clinton said Monday. "I didn't think we'd
do any better."
With 645 of the state's 665 precincts
reporting, or 97 percent, Clinton had 15
percent support. He had 17 fewer votes than
the uncommitted slate.
Tsongas, a former Massachusetts senator, had 29.5 percent, while Brown,former
California governor, surprised observers
with a 29.3 percent showing.
Brown spent a week in Maine, Clinton
said, and got support from activists who had

voted for Jesse Jackson in the 1988 Democratic caucuses. Tsongas, from a nearby
state, had a built-in advantage, Clinton said,
but also spent four days in Maine.
"Paul Tsongas lives four miles from the
New Hampshire border and an $11 cab ride
from the Maine border, and I think we did
right well up there under enormously adverse circumstances," Clinton said in an
interview in a state Capitol hallway.
Clinton left the campaign trail Monday to
oversee a special session of the Arkansas
legislature. He said his campaign is strong as
a series of elections in the South approaches.
"What I've got to do now in these other
states is to shift the debate back to my issues
and my message so people are comparing
my economic ideas to his, my education
ideas to his and my social policy ideas to
his," Clinton said of Tsongas.

President Hutchinson
In a telephone interview Tuesday,Hutchinson said he accepted the UMaine presidency.
"I'm absolutely delighted...our roots are
in Maine," he said.
Hutchinson said the Trustee's approval of
his appointment was not unexpected.
"I can't say as this was a surprise, because
I knew the chancellor was making a positive
recommendation to the Board of Trustees,"
he said.
Hutchinson said he would take the UMaine
position regardless of the $30,000 salary cut
he would take.
not naive. I know that salary can be
important, but money is not a priority, right

from page 1
now. I'm just looking forward to using my
experience in facing the challenges at the
University of Maine," he said.
Hutchinson's wife, Dione said she was
happy with his appointment at UMaine.
—This is a very exciting timefor us,"she said.
Hutchinson said other universities had
approached her husband, but he would only
allow his name to be considered at UMaine.
Hutchinson said she was prepared tocome
back to Maine after a 10 year absence, because "it's home."
"But it will be hard to leave,because Ohio
has been very good to us," she said.
Fiedeiick Hutchinson said his first act as

UMaine president will be to improve relations
between the university and the community.
"The impression I've gotten from talking
with faculty and administrators at UMaine,is
that there seems to be a lot of healing that
needs to take place," he said.
To get a sense of where this "healing"
should occur, Hutchinson said he will schedule several town meetings during the late
spring.
"I hope to get a lot of people talking about
their concerns, because I'm willing to do a lot
of listening," he said.
Hutchinson is replacing former UMaine
president Dale Lick.

from page 1

"Before we look at the global concerns,
we need to look at ourselves," he said.
Charles Tarr, Associate Vice President
for Academic Affairs, addressed the importance of graduate students to the University
system.
"The intellectual stimulation that teaching and working with graduate students provides is essential for faculty members to
remain current in their areas of research,"
Tarr said.
Tarr said graduate students play an important role in maintaining Maine's quality
of education and as such should continue to
receive strong financial support.
Professor James Horan of the political
science department urged no breakup in the
University system saying he felt it had"proven itself a useful instrument."
Horan said he felt consolidation ofsome
campuses could help streamline the system.
"A single set of essential administrative
services could be provided by a single set of
administrators," he said.
Horan also recommended the reduction
in size of the office of the Chancellor to cut
costs.
Among other issues addressed were the
recent adoption of a tuition waiver for Senior citizens, the relationship between
UMaine and the Bangor public school system, and University relations with labor
forces in the state.
Thecommittee also accepted written suggestions from citizens to be examined later.
The committee intends to produce a report with specific goals and objectives for
the next decade by May of this year which
will incorporate suggestions of citizens according to a University of Maine System
press release.

A Male Bonding

Manfound superglued
to national park sign

Please
excuse us.
We would like to extend
massive amounts
ofapologetic stuff.

BAR HARBOR, Maine (ADP) — Don Smeal, a legal
resident of Maine,could be heard over the heights of Door
mountain b bikers racin ast on Route 3 in Bar Harbor.
t he heard screams of
ntain and called Park

in' by, and whoa, we
unheard-of agony and
Keith Johnson stated.
The local rangers climbed the escalation to find Don Smeal
superglued to the wooden summit marker by his penis.
"We radioed for a chainsaw which took another hour to
arrive," stated a park ranger who would like to remain
anonymous. Disappointed, the group found after a single
moment of taking the chainsaw to the sign a foot below
Smeal's genitalia, that the vibration was just too much.

"Urmph." —Smeal

On Friday, February 28th,
we will not be publishing The Maine Campus.
However, we will have an issue on the Monday
when we return from Spring Break, March 16th.

"We had to carefully remove the sign from where it had
been for years[Don still attached) and slowly descend the
mountain. The only problem occurred when one of the
carriers of the sign slipped on an ice patch and stretched
Don's tolerance for pain. We got to the bottom about three
hours later," stated the anonymous ranger.
Don Smeal underwent a simple but painful procedure
at Mount Desert Island Hospital where fingernail polish
remover was used to disengage the summit marker.
Don Smeal would not comment as to who took this
extraordinary action, only to say that he was extremely
-A.S.
embarrassed.
(Notice: this is an advertisement, the above story is NOT real.)
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StateNews

• Amtrak awarded contract for Portland - Boston line
• Florida man sentenced for sexual assault on ten-year-old

•Public transportation

•Crime

Amtrack awarded Portland - Boston contract Florida man
PORTLAND,Maine(AP)— State offi- and some $1
million in following years.
missioner Charles O'Leary has agreed to
cials selected Amtrak to operate passenger
Meanwhile,Guilford's involvement will look at the
costs and benefits of Amtrak's
trains between Portland and Boston, mark- provide
jobs in Maine because the company service but will
offer no commitment.
ing an important step in reviving passenger would
perform the track work and mainte"I'd need to understand how many peorail service in Maine.
nance duties from its Springfield Terminal ple are
going to get on, where they are going
But the decision makes for a sticky situ- Railway yard
in Waterville, Connors said. to get on,what they are going
to pay and why
BANGOR, Maine (AP) — A Florida
ation as the state prepares to negotiate with
"What we've tried to do here is present New Hampsh
ire
needs
to
support it," man will serve five years in prison as part of
the existing track's owner, Guilford Trans- this
as a win-win situation," Connors said. O'Leary said.
a plea-bargaining agreement in connection
portation Industries Inc., which was edged
The choice of a carrier is the third major
Pease said Maine's push toward rail pas- with charges that he sexuall
out by Amtrak.
y assaulted a 10hurdle to be cleared since the Legislature senger service
marks a departure from"high- year-old girl.
Without Guilford's cooperation, officials last fall
authorized the transportation de- way mentality."
Richard Henry, 48, of Cocoa Beach,
say, the federal government could throw a partme
nt to raise money to restore train
"I think Maine has for years been a Fla., pleaded guilty
wrench into the plan by withholding $30 mil- service
Monday to four counts
. Passenger service ended in 1965.
highway-oriented state. This movement to- of gross sexual assault
lion that would be used to upgrade the track.
charges in Penobscot
Murray said the decision keeps the goal ward passenger
trains is a good move and a County Superior Court while
To mollify Guilford, the Maine Depart- of runnin
still maintaing trains in late 1993 or early 1994 sign that they're moving
toward other forms ing his innocence.
ment of Transportation wants to pay the rail on schedu
le.
of transportation," Pease said.
The maximum penalty for each of the
line $30 million to rehabilitate the tracks and
He said he plans to meet "as soon as
Guilford has had troubles with the feder- counts is 40 years
maintain the system, said Michael Murray, possibl
in prison. Under the
e" to negotiate trackage rights with al government in
the recent past.
plea bargain, if approved by the judge on
the state's rail specialist.
Guilford, which runs freight trains in New
The company was fined heavily in the Thursday, Henry
"If that's what they want to do, we'll England and
will be sentenced to 15
New York.
late
1980s by the Federal Railroad Admin- years in prison with
work them. I'd rather have us running the
all but five years
Murray said he hopes to approach the istration for
safety violations.
suspended.
train," said Colin Pease,executive vice pres- Federa
l Transportation Authority with a
It also has been locked in a dispute with
ident for Guilford in Billerica, Mass.
Henry was indicted for sexually assaultdetailed proposal by summer in the hope of Amtrak since
1986 over track conditions on ing the girl in May 1991
Maine Transportation Commissioner receivi
and was detained in
ng financing before the end of the Amtrak's Montrealer
line in Vermont. That September 1991 by authorities on a
Dana F. Connors said splitting the duties fiscal
warrant
year in October.
case is pending in the Supreme Court.
in Evansville, Ind. The alleged sexual asbetween Amtrak and Guilford has several
The service will strive for a maximum 2
Murray downplayed Guilford's past safe- saults occurred
advantages over allowing Guilford alone to 1/2-hou
between Jan. 7 and Feb. 4,
r trip between Portland and Boston ty problems.
1991.
provide the service.
by limiting the number of stops to four or
"They have had their difficult times,"
Amtrak promised to provide $20 million five, with
Deputy District Attorney Michael P.
three in Maine.
Murray conceded."But I believe they have Roberts alleged
worth of engines and cars, and also made a
that Henry had shown the
The question of a stop in New Hamp- reconciled
all their past problems and I girl videotapes of people
commitment to pay more than half of a $3 shire
performing sexual
hasn't been resolved. '
believe they are committed to running an acts, one
million operating subsidy in the first year
of whom was the girl's mother, an
New Hampshire Transportation Corn- efficient and
safe railroad in this state."
exotic dancer.

gets five yearsfor
sexual assault

If you want the money...
Budgets for

...you've got to play the r
I rmil game.
forms'
form ,-;
Iris
orals
orm)

111
dinstbaitteesaredue
Forms available at the Student Government
Office
3rd floor Memorial Union • Phone 581-1775

Deadline for submiting completed forms
to Student Government
is March 20th
No requests for budgets will be accepted
after the deadline.
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SportsNews 1
The Campus
Sports Ticker

• Men's hoops look to match-ups with Delaware, Drexel
• Hopley, Davis on Baseball, Softball
• What to expect while you're gone; column

•UMaine Baseball

Maturity holds key to Black Bear success

Scremin gets the call

By Tim Hopley
Sports Editor

Fortner UMaine defenseman Claudio
Scremin will join the NI-IL's San Jose
Sharks for tonight's game with the Quebec Nordiques.
Scremin was called up from Kansas
City of the IHL Monday and will be
making his NHL debut.
A member of the Black Bears between 1986-90,Scretnin is tied for sixth
with Mike McHugh in games played at
UMaine with 149.He compiled four goals
and 26 assists in 45 games his last season
for the Black Bears

Sally resigns as football
assistant
Black Bear assistant Jerome Sally has
resigned his position as defensive line
coach effective Mar. 1,1992 to enter private business.
Sally is the second UMaine assistant
to resign in the off-season as defensive
coordinator Ray Zingler stepped down in
November.
A 1982 graduate of Missouri, Sally
came to Maine in 1990.

Albany Times Hockey Poll
Team (1st Pl.)
1. UMaine(16)
2. Michigan (5)
3. Minnesota(4)
4. Lake Superior
5. Boston University
6. Harvard
7. Wisconsin
8. Michigan State
9. Clarkson
10. New Hampshire

Record Pts
26-3-2 239
25-6-3 220
26-9-0 212
19-7-4 169
21-6-4 139
14-4-6 119
19-11-2 072
15-9-7 052
19-7-1 049
18-11-2 031

Silverman Hockey East
Rookie of the Week
Black Bear defenseman Andy Silverman was named Hockey East Rookie of
the Week for his efforts in UMaine's 5-3
in over Northeastern and 4-4 tie with
New Hampshire.
The 6'2"200-pound Silverman was a
plus-4in the plus/minus rating for the two
contests and is a plus-24 for the season.
He has scored two goals in his first campaign along with 10 assists.
He is the second UMaine player to
win this award this season as Wayne
Conlan earned the honor for the week of
Dec 2.

Hockey East Stan ngs
Team
W
UMAINE 15
11
UNH
Providence 11
Boston U. 9
B College 8
UMass/Low 5
N'Eastern 5
Menimack 4

HE
L T
2 2
6 2
6 2
6 4
9 2
10 4
14 0
15 0

Pts
32
24
24
22
18
14
10
8

Overall
WLT
26 3 2
18 11 2
20 10 3
21 6 4
12 16 3
10 17 4
14 18 0
13 18 0

Senior right-hander Mike D'Andrea will look to lead a young Black Bear
pitching staff by example. He will also serve as the team's DH.(File photo.)

•UMaine Softball

With a cover of
snow blanketing Mahaney Diamond, it's
understandable ifbaseball is the furthestthing
BaSeball from your mind.
Butfor Coach John
Winkin and the University of Maine baseball
team, the snow will quickly turn into infield
dirt and the lights of the field house into the
lights of a baseball stadium.
The 33rd-ranked Black Bears take-off
Friday for their annual southern sojourn,kif„tcing off the season with a three-game set
against defending national champions the
Louisiana State Tigers.
With the departure of 56 percent of its
home run output from a year ago, 37 percent
of its RBI production and 70 percent of its
wins and innings pitched,the 1992 version of
UMaine baseball may be in for a tough time.
At least in the beginning that is.
"For us to be successful we need our
pitching staff to mature and mature in a hurry," Winkin said from his office filled with
NCAA Regional trophies and ECAC and
North Atlantic Conference championship
plaques."Our line-up will be fine but we need
(Jason) Rajotte and (Jason) Dryswak to fill
(Larry) Thomas' and (Ben) Burlingames'
spots in the rotation.
For this years' Black Bear squad to add to
Winkin's collection of trophies, the starting
Sec BASEBALL on page 18

•UMaine Men's Hoops

Pitching, Defense keys to UMaine UMaine looks
for NAC wins
By Stuart Davis
Sports Writer
Coach
Janet
An
has three
goals for the University of Maine softball
team this season; One
-stay healthy, two—
oft sail
maintain confidence
and three — not to lose focus. If these goals
can be obtained, look for good things from
this club.
The first test for the team will be to see
how their young players continue to mature.
The Black Bears return 11 players from
a year ago but only three are seniors. The
young club will be led by co-captains senior
Kim Reed and junior Nikki Lovell. Both
believe that to lead this club, a positive
outlook must be maintained to keep the
younger players focused.
But Reed also points out "there are a lot
of leaders among these six sophomores.
They have a lot more experience than other
sophomores because of the playing time
they got last season."
This experience could prove beneficial
as UMaine and five other schools begin play
in the first year of softball in the North
Atlantic Conference. Last year the Black
Bears competed in the larger ECAC.

BIAV REM

UMaine willjoin Boston University,the
University of Delaware, Drexel University,
the University of Hanford, and the University of Vermont. The top four teams qualify
for the conference playoffs and the highest
seed will host the tournament.This is particularly exciting to Anderson and her team as
in the ECAC's,playoff teams are chosen by
a committee.
"We get our own conference, our own
Players of the Week and Rookie of the
Week," Anderson said."It's a real showcase
for our players. But the top jewel is to host
the inaugural playoff tournament. And this
team has a very legitimate chance to do
that."
After finishing 22-24 last season, the
Black Bears will also be trying to crack the
00 mark this year. To clo that will require
strong pitching, and UMaine may have it.
Returning arejunior Mary Campbell and
the Black Bears' 1991 MVP, sophomore
Debra Smith. Providing depth to the staff
will be first-year players Cindy Harrington
(Lexington,MA)and Kris Gorman(Dracut,
MA). Reed will be the anchor behind the
plate for the Black Bears.
In the infield several key players return
led by Lovell at first base. Sophomore Kristin Steele is a fixture at third while Angela

If the success of a
basketball team were
measured only by the
number of victories
they achieve during
the regular season, it
Basketball
would be safe to say
that the University of Maine men's basketball team has had an very good one.
The Black Bears won-loss record currently stands at 15-12 — including a 7-4 mark
in the all-important North Atlantic Conference race. All the more impressive is the fact
that the 15 wins are the most for a UMaine
squad since the 1983-84 team notched 17.
But with three regular-season games left
before the N AC tournament,the Black Bears
can't afford any type of letdown,especially
since they must face two of the top three
teams in the league in the next week.
The UMaine hoopsters head south to
take on the University of Delaware Friday,
then travel up to Philadelphia to take on
Drexel University the following day.
UMaine Coach Rudy Keeling said winning both games is certainly important to his

See SOFTBALL on page 19

See MEN'S HOOPS on page 20

By Chad Finn
Sports Writer

BLArv REAR
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UMaine baseball is back

from page 17

staffof Mike D'Andrea,Community College
1/3 IP) sit out the season to rest his arm.
of Rhode Island transfer Rajotte, Dryswak
The Infield- There are no questions here
and Mark Ballard must shoulder the load left
for the Black Bears as it remains intact from
behind by major league signees Thomas and
a season ago.
Burlingame and the graduated Ed Therrien.
• 1st Base-Gabe Duross(.2593HR 32RBI)
The Starters-(w/1991 stats)
Committed just two errors in his last 39 game
s
•D'Andrea, RH(6-2 5.30 Era 12g-12gs) a year
ago. Mustcontinue toimproveatthe plate.
Coming back from off-season arm surgery,
• 2nd Base-Shanan Knox (.338-9-37) Is
the senior from Peaks Island will be looked maki
ng the move from third to second in an
upon to lead an inexperienced staff. In addiattempt to utilize his range. The teams' top
tion, D'Andrea will assume the DH role this retur
ning home run hitter.
year; he is 0-for-2 in his collegiate hitting
•Shortstop-Brian Seguin(.319-5-4.6)The
career with an RBI.
two-time All-ECAC shortstop and co-captain
•Rajotte,LH(4-23.38 ha 12g-3gs)Will be
is recovering nicely after suffering shoulder
a key to UMaine's success tffieason.The leftsoreness last year. Hit .378 in post-season.
hander must fill the considerable shoes left
•3rd Base-Tim Scott(.272-8-45)Durable.
behind by Thomas if the Black Bears are to
The co-captain has missed one game in two
approach last years'record-Nraking48-18 mark.
seasons. Move to third designed to"showcase
• Dryswak, RH (3-1 9.20 Era 7g-7gs)
his talent to major league scouts," Winkin said.
According to Winkin, Dryswak "should fiTodd Livingston (.272-IORBI-9 SB)and
nally blossom," this season. The lanky rightShane Slicer (.400 4RBI) will serve as the
hander replaces 10-game winner Burlingame
. infield back-ups.
• Ballard, RH (2-1 5.79 Era 4g-2gs) The
•Catcher-Shawn Tobin (.360-5-58) The
6'3" Ballard has pitched well early this seateams' leading returning hitter and run proson and is counted on to provide starting
ducer. With the graduation of Paul Kelli
her
depth for UMaine.
the catching duties are now his.
Ryan Smith, RH (Lisbon, ME)and Frank
Sophomore Steve Puleo (West Newbury,
Banrsi,RH(Newington,Conn.)are currently
MA)and rookie Adam Mitchell (Union, ME) Second baseman Shanan Knox is the
leading returning home run producer for
slated as the fifth and sixth starters for Winkin.
UMaine this season. He hit nine roun
are expected to see limited duties behind Tobin
.
d-trippers a year ago.(Kiesow photo.)
The bullpen,decimated by the graduation
The Outfield-losses of Ted Novio,Rob Higgins and Chuck
- Left Field-Justin Tomberlin(Coleraine,
1991 Returning University of Maine Base
Nadeau, will look to Brewer native Ronnie
ball statistics
MN) After sitting out 1991, Tomberlin
reHewes as the manibeing counted on the most.
Player
turns to patrol the ground vacated by Chad
Ci Ab
R
H
Rbi Avg 2b 3b Hr Tb BB
"Right now we're building our bullpen
K Hp
Sb/A
White. Hit .500 in 1990.
around Ronnie," Winkin said."He could go
Slice
r
•Center Field-White (.309-2-32) Has the
15
10
5
4 4 400 0 0 0 4
back to being a starter ifthe othersfail but he'll
3
4 1
0/0
Stupienski 36 105 20 41 23 .390
unenviable task ofreplacing Mark Sweeney in
6 0 1 50 11 18 2
be our all-purpose man this season, like Hig0/0
Tobin
center field and should be up to the task defen
64 236 38 85 58 .360 20 4
5 128 20 35 3 13/16
gins was a year ago."
Knox
sively. Learned to switch hit over the summer.
60 219 68 74 37 .338 10 3
9
117 36 30 3 22/25
The Pen Seguin
• Right Field-Glen Stupienski (.390-166 263 50 84 46 .319 12 2
5 115 31 28 2 10/13
• Hewes, RH (2-3 9.78 Era 7g-2gs) Had a
White
23)Takes over for Gary Taylor in right Hit
64 191 35 59 32 .309
7 5 2 78 15 48 2 12/14
4.85 ERA in his last three appearances a s,easo
Livingston 52 81 28 22 10 .272
n .500 over the last 13 games.
1
1 0 25 19 16 9
ago and will look to continue the fine pitching.
9/10
Scott
Chris Altomari (Kingston, NY)will pro65 235 54 64 45 .272 18 1
8 108 29 39 5
• Bob Zurinskas, RH (Brockton, MA)A
5/6
Duross
vide depth at all three outfield spots as well as
63 220 34 57 32 .259
8 2 3 78
football defensive back for Coach Kirk Fe6 21 5
1/2
Dome
nick 28 41
being the DH when D'Andrea pitches.
8 9
3 .220
2 0 0 11
rentz,Zurinskas must only harness his menta
3 6 0
0/0
Total
l
s
TheSchedule- A 29-game road trip opens
66 2215 515 710 462 .321 125 23
751102 319 373 2 103/125
approach to be successful according to Winkin.
the season for the Black Bears with three other
Right-handers LeRoy Decker (Walpole,
top25opponentsfacing UMaine besides MU. Pitchers
G Gs Cg
W-L-S
lp H
R Er Era BB K Hr Wp Bk
MA),Doug McEwen(Skowhegan, ME)and
Oklahoma St.(6th), Creighton and SW LouVal Beaudet(Lewiston,ME)will all battle
D'Andrea 12 12 2
for isiana will provide the Black Bears
6-2-0 71.1 72 46 42 5.30 34
with a
59
middle relief and spot start duties.
7 6
1
Ballard
tough early-season slate.
4 2 0
2-1-0 14.0 14 14 9 5.79
4 10
The bullpen received a significant blow
1
1
0
Bogardus 9 0 0
"We're going to grow from playing the
0-0-0 17.2 21 16 13 6.61 16
when Boston Red Sox' physician Dr. Arthu
28
3 4
1
Dryswak
r good ones," Winkin said.
7 7 0
3-1-0 32.1 44 39 33 9.20 25
Pappas recommended the teams' sole left28
5
8
1
Hewes
The home opener is set, weather permit7 2 0
2-3-0 23.0 31 29 25 9.78 17
handed reliever Lance Bogardus(28K's in 17
15
4
3
0
Totals
ting, for April 4-5 versus Northeastern.
66 66 20 48-18-11 535.2 535 330 268
4.50 256 475 46 45
6

Learn German This
Summer at URI
June 21-July 31, 1992
The Twelfth Annual German Summer School
of the Mantic
at the University of Rhode Island in co-operation
with the
Goethe Institute Boston.
German will be the sole language of comm
unicatio
German life and culture the heart of this six week n, and
-residency
program on intensive language study
You can earn up to nine undergraduate or grad
uate
credits while living in the beautiful surroundings of
our
country campus,just minutes away from Rhode
Island's
magnificent beaches and historic Newport.
This program is ideally suited for anyone wishing to
enroll
in beginning, intermediate, or advanced Germ
an. Take
advantage of this rare opportunity to participate
in this
total German language experience.
Contact:
CENTENNIAL]
Dr. John Grandin and
Dr. Otto Dornberg, Co-Directors
Dept. of Languages, URI
Ingston, P102881
Or call:(401) 792-5911

THIS AIN'T NO
BUCKET
BRIGADE!
The Orono Fire Department
is currently seeking individuals
who have an interest in the
Fire Service and would like to join
the Call Department.
There will be an informational meet
ing on
Wednesday, February 26, at 7 pm,
in the FFA room,
Memorial Union. Experience pref
erred,
but not necessary.
If questions, contact the Orono
Fire
Department at 866-4451.
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What to
expect.••

Gamache handles second and Lisa Swain
provides depth at first and designated hitter.
The outfield is a veteran group as all
three starters return.
Seniors Tenley Libby and Dorothy MacMichael will roam left and right field respectively, while sophomore Jennifer Bowie will patrol center.
According to Anderson, Bowie has the
speed to cover the gaps and the arm necessary to take away potential extra base hits.
During the last 14 games a season ago,
UMaine outscored its opposition 55-28.This
year Anderson hopes to pick up right where
they left off.
Smith will lead the attack with a .343
batting Average in 1991 followed by Reed at
The Black Bears start the season with a
24-game trip to Florida and although it will
be their first experience outdoors, Anderson stresses "it's not a practice, it's the
beginning of the season. All these games
count."
"It's a tremendous opportunity," Ander
son said. "We get to play some of the top
teams in the country — teams we'd never get
to play if it weren't for this trip."
UMaine will face such talent as the University of Missouri-St. Louis,Temple UM-

•Column

By Tim Hopley
Since we won't talk for a while, here's
what you might expect when you get back.

• HOCKEY

Co-captain's Nikki Lovell (L)and Kim Reed will lead UMaine as they open the
season Monday in Florida.(Kiesow photo.)
versity, the University of Illinois-Chicago,
and eighth-ranked University of Iowa.
The Hawkeyes will be an opponent of
the Black Bears as they compete in the
South Florida Pepsi Classic in Tampa. This

Hypnotist-Forgetastrology—geta dear,solid head

will round out the trip south.
UMaine will have its first conference
game as well as its first home game when
they face the BU Terriers on April 11 at
noon on Lengyel Field.

The Black Bears will have closed out
their regular-season with a Hockey East
record 17-2-2 mark. They will face Merrimack in the quarterfinal round of the HE
playoffs and send them packing 6-2.
In the semi's the Black Bears will face
UMass/Lowell,upset winnersoverProvidence
in round one—another"W"this time 7-3.
The finals will pit UMaine against the
Wildcats of New Hampshire.The 'Cats down
Northeastern 6-3 and Boston University 5-4 in
overtime for the right to face the Black Bears.
In double overtime Scott Pellerin will redirect a Cal Ingraham pass at the left post
past UNH goalie Jeff Levy for UMaine's
second HE tourney crown.

• MEN'S BASKETBALL
Coach Rudy Keeling's squad will drop a

See EXPECT on page 20

When the moon hits your eye, like a bi9 pizza Respons&ihmEimdcoIh seeksiohouseorapartrnent

A strong

mind is a better mind. Deep relaxation pie—that's amore, and that's what I'm looking sitforthe 1992-1993aaxhmkorbnger.References
techniques. Forget drugs! Student rates. tr1001
It10319
for, baby. Like Italians? I want to be your big
ragu.
I'm
looking
for
someone cool to hang with.
SWM seeks SWF 18-22 engineenng student with
Writing,editing,typing service. Professional writer with
great earning potential seeks someone to have Come on, take a chance. tr10031
research, evaluation and analytical skills, making you
candlelight dinners and walks on the beadi. Not Photographer looking for attractive models, no look good. Prompt and responsible. Also resumes
intere5ted in one night stands or weekend flings. experience necessary. Senior portraits, portfolio professionally written and strategically prepared with
el0021
10012
work, etc. Compensated for your time with free target leiters.1,
photos. Tr10020
DWM mod stienfaback ki college seeks assistant/
arconspircior. Wicked nice bunnieshr10022
SM 24eccentric,somewhat solipsist fluent in Frer id I,
bimodal structuralist Seeking likewise corn maiden
SWM23,6ft.tal,fuloffun,looking fora full-figured
The similarity ends in the beginning. Exact your
S‘A/F Or DWF who is drug-free, who likes dancing,
destiny. ir 10017
rnwies, hiking, and intimate times. Must be 18-25
and hmea greatsenseofhumor.Looksnotimportant SWM 21, athletic, adventurous and attractive,
11.10023
seeks similar SWF for weekend get-aways,

SM 24 fun bring, careful minded, often too nice dude
looking to go wild with right enough natural girl. Make
no promises, I want to press your buttons. Let's play
scrabble. U10018

SF 20 sim, din:Am with good curves, emotionally

stable non-smoker with shiny personality, energetic,
financially independent and into heavy metal. Looking
romantic evenings and quality time Spontaneity for partner who is quiet, but socially active and flexible.
1 10024 1710025
and a love for"the finer things" essential.,

rz)

SVVM's, 21 & 21 baking for female that will
amept arry challenge and be open to a unique
relationship Must be flexible to our needs and a fun- SWM 20, if you like piña coladas, getting Professional Tarot Reorings. Find out aboutthe future!
loving partner.*you loveCancun,skinny-dipping at caught in the rain, if you're not into yoga and loNe, sex & career readings. Spell casting also done.
midnight and Margarita's for breakfast, give us a you have hallo brain,if you like love atmidnight Student rotes. tt10028

ring. 1210027

in the cool summer rain then I'm the man you're
for**girl that's iust rightfor me.I'm into
looking for. Come with me and escape.7710034 SM21,looking
drinking beer, partying w/hiaids & trying to stay out of
Looking for a hardheaded wornan—tig? Life is
1 10029
fleeting—dig? Interested in a :••• •ig? rm (2)SWF's if you like piria coladas and you're trouble. Interested? ,
Let's talk going to Cancun, if you like the feel of the ocean
not. Are you fun-loving and un
SWF 19,iritelgent,shy&fun4oving.Seeks shod,cute
about** weather and stuffe10032
and making love under the moon, we're not into
&
romantic guy with a good sense of humor. No
UMaine, we are into champagne with love that
1 10030
SWM 19, eccentric, caring, and sensitive, seeks you've looked for,we'll see you there and escape. 'numb's-boys, please.,
SWFWCB(w/cuteburn) InbSsarTrekNG,rernance,
,
1 10035
Professionalcounselorespeciallyforstudentsand faculty.
and U2. tr10033
Group/individual,all areas including self-actualization,
SWF seeks young man for fun and honest nonSWM 23, 5'118, 190 lbs, muscular build, seeks committal relationship. Must possess good sense interactive, humanistic, astrological. Astrograms
intelligent,enthusiastic,rock-and-rollSVVN(sensitive of humor and well-developed chest Other body individually prepared. y10009
warm nymph) 18-24. rm into music, animals,and ports to be evaluated upon inspection. Must be
PCN (Progressive Colege Newspaper) seeks single,
computers. 1,10005
cuddly and multi-talented U10036
adventure-thirsty individuals to seek companionship
through The Maine Campus Person2Person page. Must
SWM who is into StarTrek, cross-country skiing &
be in possession of an open mind and a working
movies is looking forSWF with similar interests. Must
telephone. Call 581-1273 to take out your free
besomewhatattroctive,nobigegos,please.7710010
D=divorced S= single B=black

1-900E988-5035
(Call costs $1.99/minute)

Person2Person ad today.

W=white f=female M=male
Responding to a Person 2 Person ad

Placing your free Person 2 Person ad
umber of the od that interests You con place yourod by calhng 581-1273°thy stopping by ouroffices inlaid Hot All Person 2 Person ads are tree and keptconfidentiol,
you. It your phone IS set to pulse iratead of tone, youl need to set it to tone atter occessing the system. You may then leave a response, When you ploce your ad you'll be given a voice mailbox timumber and a toll free number to all to receive your messages. Alter you
receive your box number you'll need to record a greeting for people leaving messages for you
enter another weumber, or browse through other messages. (Cols cost $1.99/min.)
Just coil 1-90G-988-5035 from any touch-tone phone where you receive a bill ond enter the 5-ckgit

Rules & Deadlines
Mame Campus Person 2 Person ads ore for people seeking a means al screening calls while retaining anonymity. Person? Paw sis anad frisighs sully seldonships, apartment/house clwellers seeking roommates, or employers seeking applicants torn job,
omong other things. No full noises, street addressesoipboiwlratbemcbJdedlnath. The Maine Campus refuse ads that seek to buy or sel sexual senices. kk containing exptiat sexual oronatornicol language will not be accepted_ We reserve the right to

eat or refuse any ad. AlPewson 2 Person ads must be placed by 5:00 prn 2 voxtung days ono' to the date of pubkation aid wt. remain in effect for2 weeks Ads are kited to 140 characters

•:
.. ••4%-lor.firil.
-
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Men's Hoop

from page 17

team's pre-season goal of finishing in the
the NAC standings than beating Delaware.
NAC's top three, but he would rather see his
"Delaware has already clinched first
squad simply continue to play well as the
place, but we are tied for second with Drexconference tournament nears.
el," Keeling said."Beating them would mean
"All of our games are important this we'd have
the inside track to second place
time of year," Keeling said,"but this year, and
get to host two playoff games instead of
with everybody so close in the conference one
which is very important."
race, each win takes on added value. But I
But the Black Bears may have the disadthink having the team playing up to its vanta
ge of playing both games without secapabilities is probably the most important
nior forward and team scoring leader Derthing since the tournament is just around rick
Hodge,who suffered a severely sprained
the corner."
ankle against Hartford a week ago. Hodge
Neither Delaware or Drexel will be a has alread
y missed one game and has not
cakewalk for the UMaine squad. On the
practiced yet this week.
contrary, both games should be tough tests
"Ifhe can't practice for the rest ofthe week,
for the Black Bears.
he won't play," Keeling said. "I don't want
Delaware is an incredible 21-3 on the him to
risk hurting himself even further."
year. including an unblemished 11-0 record
Capablejunior Rossie Kearson and sophin the NAC.The Blue Hens have won their omore
Kevin Terrell, who hit the game11 conference games by an average of 12 winni
ng jumper Saturday versus Wisconpoints a contest, and received two votes in sin-Mi
lwaukee,will try to fill Hedge's shoes
the AP Top 25 last week. Obviously, Dela- if he
can't play.
ware is a very talented team.
As far as the conference tournament is
"Their confidence is very high right now," conce
rned, Keeling thinks his team will be
Keeling said."But they are a beatable team. seede
d between second and fourth, so they
I'm not sure if it will be us or someone else,
will host at least one home game.
but I think they can be knocked off."
"Well probably end up playing Hartford
Meanwhile, the Drexel Dragons are pres- or Northe
astern," he said."Either way, with
ently tied with UMaine for second in the NAC
the balance in the league this year other than
with a 7-4 mark, and carry a 11-12 overall Delaw
are, any thing could happen in the
record into the contest. Keeling says beating tourn
ament. It should be exciting, and I
Drexel would be more valuable to his team in think
well do quite well."

You're ready for the world, but
is it ready for you?

Expect
10-point decision to Delaware but rebound
to defeat Drexel by a deuce and finish second in the North Atlantic Conference.
Facing Northeastern in the opening
round, Derrick Hodge will score 23 points
and Deonte Hursey will put up his first
triple-double of the year as the Black Bears
cruise to a 12-pOint win.
Drexel,by virtue oftheir eight point opening
round win is the next opponent. Ricky Deadwyler will give IIMaine a scare, hitting for 27(all
on 3-pt shots) but Francois Bouchards' tip-in at
the buzzer propels the Black Bears.
Unfortunately, Delaware also moves
steadily through the tourney as well and on
their way to an NCAA tourney birth will end
the UMaine dream 78-71.
(Sorry guys, nothing personal)
• WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Controversy aside, the return of Chris
Strong will allow the Black Bears to close
out the season 19-8-good for second in the
NAC behind Vermont.
Hartford will be the first playoff oppo-

apartments

'83 Subaru GL 75,000 miles, runs
great, new exhaust,some extras S1200
o.b.o., leaving! Call Thomas581-3042
1982 CB650 Honda Low miles. Many
extras. Looks and runs great. $1200 B/
0.581-7425

Orono Apts showing + leasing apts for
next Fall. Eff to 4 bed. Apts from $200/
mo Heat + hot water incl. Call 8277231.

Cheap Plane Ticket Bangor to Ft.
Lauderdale March 1-14 only $299 Call
Amy at 326-4916.
Laptop Computer—Packard-Bell
LT286 with math co-processor 1.4
meg floppy,20 meg hard drive. Asking
$900 or best offer. Call Christian at
581-3042.
'84 Nissan 4WD pick-up. High miles,
runs great, 35mpg. Must go $1000
o.b.o. Call 827-6276.
BEER! Perlick beer cooler—Holds 3
kegs complete with taps and pressure
system $250 or best offer Call 9419531 and leave message.

Country-Living TownhouseApts NEW
2 bdrm 1 1 12 bath, on site Indry. Heat,
water,sewer.9 milesfrom UM.Bradley
Sec. Dep 1 yr Ise. $575/mo 866-7789.
Roommate Wanted to share house
w/male. Utilities included w/$300 rent.
Call 941-6405.
ORONO. WASHBURN PLACE. $660/
mo. Luxury 2 BR Townhome w/ basement.AVAILABLE NOW.W/D Hookup.
Incl. Heat, water, sewer. No Pets. Sec.
Dep. 1 yr. lease. Close to campus. Call
945-6955 or 945-5260.
BANGOR PINEWOOD.$550/mo.Luxury 2 BR Townhome. 1 1/2 baths.
Washer/dryer. Storage. Heat, water,
sewer Incl. Sec. Dep. No Pets. 1 yr.
lease. Call 945-6955 or 945-5260

services

wanted

Camera Repairs—All types of cameras serviced Call 581-2142 Leave msg

Need tickets to U2 in Worcester or
Boston. Call 866-5953.

Seamstress: Over 20 yrs. experience,
replace zippers, hemming, etc, Will
pick up + deliver. Call Jeanne 8275115.

Looking to buy Amex flight vouchers
will pay extra call soon 1-7150.

ANXIOUS? UNINTENDED PREGNANCY! Free pregnancy test. 866-5579.

free
FREE to some nice people: Small, gray
dwarf bunny. Call Craig 866-4215.

nent. UMaine has beaten them twice this
season by a total ofeight points.The third time
will be as sweet as Heather Briggs scores 19
and Carrie Goodhue adds 13 in a 71-59 win.
The return of Andrea Higgins sparks 130
to an upset of Delaware and the third time
proves to be a charm once again for the Black
Bears as they defeat the Terriers 78-58.
In the finals, still unbeaten Vermont hosts
UMaine. However,the tourney savvy of Julie
Bradstreet and crew leads to a69-67 upset.The
Black Bears don't receive any post-season
bids though because in the eyes ofthe selection
committee,"they don't play anybody."
Lastly, best wishes to the UMaine men's
and women's swim teams as they take part
in the NAC meet. And to the respective track
teams the very best at the New England
Championships.
See ya' March 16th....
Tim Hopley is the Sports Editor of The
Maine Campus and anyone who takes this
seriously isn't allowed to hold any wrong
picks against him!

1991 Returning University of Maine Softball
Statistics
Player
Ab R H Rbi
C. Champney 3
1
1
1
0
L. Swain
21 43 6 15
5
D. Smith
46 143 16 49 29
K. Reed
45 137 23 36 14
K. Steele
46 119 11 27
5
N. Lovell
46 144 15 31
10
T. Libby
39 110 16 23
7
A. Gamache 46 120
3 23 11
D. MacM'ael 46 114 12 21
9
J. Bowie
25 53 8 9
3
Totals
46 1212 135 291 109

Maine Campusclassifieds
for sale

from page 19

Avg 2b
1.000 0
.349 3
.343 10
.263 6
.227 4
.215 3
.209 1
.192 2
.184 1
.170 0
.240 34

3b
0
0
2
2
0
1
0
0
0
0
5

Hr Tb BB K Sb/A
0
1
0 0 0/0
0 18 6 2 0/0
0 63
7 20 2/2
1 50 7 20 8/9
0 31 16 29 3/3
0 36 7 7 2/2
0 24 13 9 3/3
0 25 13 2 7/9
0 22 5 5 2/2
0 9 7 8 5/5
1 338 103 122 43/46

Stop by the basement ofLord Hall
for your classified ad.
lost

LOST: My head, myfriend, my love. 15
days ago somewhere away 61 apart
because of my self-neglected heart.
Looking for the real Albere to shine
through and share TAO. MEW—Pained
is the heart that runs.
LOST: Green&purple plaid scarf. Lost
2/13 at the Bear's Den during Mystic
Blues. Sentimental Value. 581-6334.
LOST: A small black leather purse. Left
on college bus route to Bangor Community College on 2/17. All important
identification in it. Call Dawn at 5818078.
LOST: A pair of black suede gloves in
Neville Hall on 2/19. Call 866-5729.
LOST:Black ironman sports watch with
multi-colored band, on College Ave
sidewalk in front of Alfond. Sentimental value. Call Jill at 866-7240.
LOST: A set of very valuable keys with
a brass pulley and gold ring on it
attached with a Public Safety key chain.
Call Chuck at 866-4909.
LOST:A pair of gold tone, round frame
glasses at Neville Hall. Call 581-7316.
I am blind without them.
LOST: One Pentax Lens Cover in the
Union Wed.afternoon. If found please
call Joe at 581-3059.
Lose something? Find something?
Stop by the basement of Lord Hall to
place your FREE lost or found ad.

found
FOUND:Round tortoise shell women's
glasses in a purple pearl vision case.
Left in Language Lab in Little Hall. Call
581-7358 Michelle
FOUND: The Maine Campus is still in
possession of contacts found near the
Memorial Gym on 1/23 at noon. Drop
by the office in the basement of Lord
Hall to reclaim them.

travel
Heading for Europe this summer?let
there anytimefor $160 with AIRH ITCH.
(Reported in Let's Go! Ex NY Times.)
CARIBBEAN-4189 roundtrip air to
somewhere sunny & warm. Hitch a
ride. AIRHITCH, 212-864-2000

personals
Carolyn—Congrads BUWoman!—SN
Brent and Diane—You're too legit to
quit Love BJ
R&J—a.k.a."The Scrunchy-Guy" and
'The Hopscotch-King"—Thanks for
showing us what fun really is! How
about a rematch?? —K&J
J.W.—Congratulations MUNCH
From—JL, JG, + MD
We love you TriDelta Sisters! Love the
Fall Pledge Class
Get Personal. Stop by the basement
of Lord Hall today to place your personal ad.

